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~ne of the largest selling and most 

"'popular UHF CRS handheld 

transceivers in Australia is also one of the 

smallest. The powetful leom [CAOG is 

packed with features including 5 watt output, 

12 memory channe ls for quick se lection, scan 

operation, power save, plus the most 

comprehensive accessory sys tem ava ilable. 

Count on us! 

moni tor a priority channel (or channels) 

every five seconds while listening to another 

channel. 

O ther outstanding features include: 

Power Save, which automatically conserves 

power during standby conditions; Night 

Display Light; Dial Lock and Time O ut Timer 

for prevention of accidental continuous 

ICOID Challenge the 
Belief that Everything 

Big is Better 

More Powerful PerforRlance. 

T o ensure effective performance, the [CAOG 

incorporates high sensitivity and full 5 watt 

output power. A Full Scan function 

repeated ly searches a ll 40 operat ing channels 

to find your des ired channel immediately. 

And Memory Scan can sequentiall y search 

12 memory channe ls, and sk ip 

unwanted channels. 

The Best Things In Life 

CORle In SRlall Packages 

Another function on the compact lC-40G is 

Dual Watch. This operation allows you to 

transmission. Built rugged and encased in a 

tough , splash and dust resistant membrane 

cover, the [C A OG is idea l for professionals, 

enthusiasts and all outdoor app lic:l tions. 

A wide variety of options are also ava ilab le 

including speaker-microphones, headset, 

battery packs, carrying cases, base charger, 

power adaptor and an advanced 5-Tone 

Selective Calling System can be eas ily 

installed at your !com dealer. 

For furth er information call free on (008) 338915 
or write to Reply Paid 1009 Ieom Australia Pty Ltd 
P.O. Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 3181 
T elephone (03) 5297582 AC.N. 006092 575 L.L. Brown & Assoc. 3725 



Skysailor, 
Official Publication Of The 

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia 

Skysailor appears 12 times per year as a 
service to members. For non-members 

living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $48 
pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus. 
$65 (sent SAL). Cheques should be made 
payable to and sent to HGFA. 

Contributions are needed_ Articles, 
photographs and illustrations are all accept
able although the editor reserves the right to 
edit or delete contributions where necessary. 

Articles of unknown origin will NOT be 
published and all contributions should be ac
companied by the contributor's name, address 
and HGFA number for verification purposes. 

Neither HGFA nor the editor assume respon
sibility for the material or opinions presented 
in Skysailor. 

Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA. 
Copyright in articles and other contributions is 
vested in each of the authors in respect of their 
contribution . 

DEADLINE 

15th of the month (for the following month's 
Issue!) for contributions, market place, etc. 
Market place is free to financial members· 
please quote your number ~ otherwise a 
charge of $5 per ad is applicable. 

ADVERTISING 

Advertising rates are available from the Editor. 
All ads must be paid in advance. Layout, 
separations and extra work incur additional 
cost. 

Skysailor Contributions 

All Skysallor contributions should be sent to: 

Marie Jeffery 
PO Box 401 

ALSTONVILLE 2477 
Fax: (066) 281988 
Ph: (066) 280356 

8am-8pm 

Keep the articles comingll 

We will give $50 per month for the best cover 
photo sent in . It can be a black and white, 
colour photo or slide. 

All photos will be sent back if requested . 
Please supply a stamped, self addressed en
velope for their return. 

ADDRESSES 

All correspondence , including membership 
renewals, short term memberships, rating 
forms and other administrative matters should 
be sent to: 

HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA 
PO Box 558 
TUMUT NSW 2720 
Tel (069) 472888 

PRESIDENT 
Richard Reitzin 
Ph (02) 2353033 W 
or (02) 3651533 H 
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Ian Jarman 
(069) 472888 

For information about ratings, sites and other 
local matters, contact the appropriate state as
sociation or club. 

Southern Region NSW 
27 Porter Ave 
Mt Waringal NSW 2528 
Pres. James Nathaniel 
Sec. Harry Docking 
Tres. Stuart Andrews 
Safety & Training: 

(042) 971923 
(042) 967796 
(064) 576190 

Mark Mitsos (042) 674570, 
Jo McNamara (042) 942305 

NSWHGA Inc Steve Hocking, 19 Gladswood 
gds, Double Bay NSW 2028, (02) 3274484 

ACTHGA Sth aid 
PO Box 3496 PO Box 1319 
Manuka 2603 Springwood 4127 
Sec. Garth Wimbush Phil Pritchard 
(062) 2477526 H (075) 395616 

James Christenson, 
Nth aid: Warwick Gill Sec. & PR 
(070) 537768 (07) 2026342 H 

8642788 W 

VicHGA 
PO Box 400 
Prahran 3181 
Sec. John Twomey 
(03) 3976033 H 

SAHGA 
1 Sturt St 
Adelaide 5000 
Sec. Rob Woodward 
(08) 2130600 

HGAWA 
PO Box 82 
South Perth 6151 
Sec. Danny Byrne 
(09) 3873605 

TasHGA 
28 Benwerrin Court 
Norwood 7250 
Sec. Steve Richards 
(003) 447101 H 
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Typesetting 
& Layout Marie Jeffery 
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FRONT COVER 

Mark Mitsos sharing the air with a 
hang glider at Stanwell Park 

photo by Sarah Mitsos 
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CLUBS 
Canungra Hang 
Gliding Club (Bris.) 
Pres. Jon Durand 
(075) 333611 
Sec. Bruce Blackshaw 
(07) 3792820 

Central Coast HG 
Club (NSW) 
Pres: Alf Piper 
(043) 682280 
V.Pres: Bob Bentley 
(043) 331812 
Sec: Gary Moulston 
(043) 851254 
2nd Wed Tuggerah 
Lakes Mem Club 

lIIawarra Hang 
Gliding Club Inc 
Meet: Shell harbour 
Surf Club 1 st Wed 
Pres Tom Reinhold 
(042) 971852 
Sec Debbie Nathaniel 
(042) 971923 

Stanwell Park Club 
Pres. Jo McNamara 
(042) 942305 
Sec. Derrick Inglis 
(042) 942305 
meet 6pm 1st Sun 
ea month 

Gladstone HG Club 
6 Edward St 
Boyne Island 4680 
Pres. Pat Purcell 
(079) 792562 
Sec. Craig Anderson 

Northern Beaches 
HG Club (Sydney) 
Pres: John Hajje 
(02) 9822635 
Sec: Peter Cairns 
(02) 4162370 

Central West HG Club 
Pres - Len Paton 
(068) 537220 
Sec. Jenny Ganderton 
(068) 537220 
Tres. Mark Madden 
(063) 622927 

Kosciusko Alpine 
Paragliding Club 
Pr. Guenther Janssen 
(064) 562276 
Sec. Stuart Andrews 
(064) 576190 

North East Victorian 
HG Club Inc 
Brian Webb 
(057) 551753 

Cudgegong Valley 
HG Club 
Sec. Geoff Eustace 
(063) 722432 

Capricorn Skyrlders 
Club 
Brian Smith 
Rockhampton 
(079) 287858 
Shane Newell 
Yeppoon 
(079) 393769 

Byron Bay H.G. Club 
Pres. Ric Caster 
(066) 280356 
Sec. Shirley Lake 
(066) 858147 
meet 1st Wed 
each month 

Cairns Hang Gliding 
Club (aid) 
Nev Akers 
(070) 512438 W 
Warwick Gill 
(070) 537768 H 

Sunshine Coast HG 
Club (Qld) 
Sec. Robert Keen 
(074) 455642 
Pres. Ron Rimkus 
(074) 821664 

Upper Blue Mts 
HG Club 
Pres Glen Thompson 
(063) 531239 
Sec. Lucas Trihey 
(047) 871480 

Newcastle HG Club Mid North Coast HG 
Pres Richard McWhinney Assoc (NSW) 
(049) 549415 Pres. Craig Worth 
Sec. Jeff Blunt (065) 592713 
(049) 487491 Sec. Grant Armstrong 
"PG" Ian Ladyman (065) 537095 H 
(049) 498946 Fx (065) 835972 W 

Lower Blue Mts 
HG Club 
Sec. Nigel Felton 
(02) 6288379 
Treas. David Middleton 
(02) 6236961 
Sky High 

Paragliding Club 
Pres. Scott Beresford 
(03) 4806441 ah 
Sec. Julie Beresford 
(03) 4806441 ah 

Eastern H.G. Club 
Peter Batchelor 
(03) 7353095 
Greg Withers 
(03) 8763981 meet 
3rd Wed Olinda 
Hotel , Main St 
Lilydale (n. rail line) 

Sutton Forest Flyers 
Pres. Don Farrar 
(042) 840221 H 
Sec. David Jones 
(048) 611699W 
(048) 894182H 

Southern H.G. Club 
Pres. Russell Dobson 
(03) 5445658 1st Tues 
Anchor & Hope Tav 
Church St 
Richmond 

Townsville Hang 
Gliding Assoc. 
Pres Graeme Etherton 

V Pres Ken Crowe 
(077) 734860 
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I thank you all for your patience in waiting for the September 
issue to arrive in the post. The delay was caused by extremely 
heavy workloads and equipment problems at the printers. 
However, October is back to normal schedule. 

The holiday season is fast approaching. If your club is planning 
its festivities, don't forget to include the local landowners. We 
rely on these people for our sport; without their consent, we 
wouldn't fly, and so they deserve our thanks. 

If you're travelling to a new area to fly, please contact the local 
club before flying. I know of one pilot who visited recently 
thinking that there wasn't a lot of flying to be had, and left with 
some enjoyable flights behind him. Having taken the trouble to 
contact the local club, he discovered a number of locals were 
available on most days to join him in the air. 

Good luck for those entering competitions this season. Now is 
the time to check your equipment thoroughly and get that chute 
repacked. In the heat of competition it may be well to remember 
that everyone who finishes intact and a better pilot, is a winner. 

Marie! 
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experienced than another with seventeen 
five hour flights in the log book. 

From an administration standpoint, a log 
book is an easy arbiter of safety but it was 
not designed to do that job. Airmanship 
demands a better testing technique. One 
of the associated problems which con
fronts many would-be hang glider pilots is 
the, sometimes acute, shortage of instruc
tors. Here again the hours-up require
ments hamper the management of our 
sport. 

A question of time ... 

For a variety of reasons, not all of them 
good, hang gliding pilots are acutely con
scious of 'hours' in the log book. In part, 
it is a reflection of the extremely short 
training hops, skips and jumps which 
characterise our learning process. Not 
surprisingly, after so many trudges up the 
sand dunes, we celebrate our soaring 
flights with proudly won, extended hours 
aloft. 

believe there is a significant drop in pilot 
performance which can be attributed to 
fatigue (mental and physical). In pilots 
who fly less than once a week, a three hour 
flight can be quite a marathon. 

In sailplane practice, the use of Club In
structors and assistants goes a long way to 
ease the workload on the teachers and the 
frustration of the trainees. Assistant In
structors in sailplane operations are very 
often low-hour pilots. They have the ad
vantage of remembering the difficulties of 
learning. They are selected for instructor 
training because they express an interest 
and exhibit a level of communication skill 
in addition to sound flying skills and at
titude. It's a concept which merits con
sideration especially in country centres 
where there is little or no economic 
potential for commercial instruction. 

In Skysailor we see another side of this 
time consciousness. The accident reports 
frequently outline long flights ending in 
crashes due to simple pilot error. As yet I 
have not read of anyone relating the lapse 
in judgment to the flight's duration. I 

I would like to see the Association reduce 
the significance of log book hours in its 
evaluation of pilot ability. Ultimately the 
test of a pilot is the ability to make good 
judgements in a wide range of cir
cumstances. The most significant form of 
duration is life span, not flight time. The 
present criteria for assessment, en
courage pilots to build huge tallies. There 
are many reasons for thinking that a pilot 
with one hundred and sixty flights of 
average half hour duration, is much more 

I am yours faithfully 
Peter Hardy-Atkins, 63378 

Notice to Paragliding Sub-committee Notifi~~~io~~ta eAA Airworthl:ess
Dir~ctive dated 29 August 1991 

I would like to hold a meeting of the Paragliding Sub commit
From RJ Tew, Aircraft Maintenance Approvals, Civil Aviation tee on Friday 25th October 1991 at Stanwell Park. 

Authority, Aviation Bouse, South Area, Gatwick Airport, Gat-: As with the last meeting held there, we will commence at 1 Dam 
Wick, West Sussex RH6 DYR . . and try and complete all business in the one day thus leaving 

Please be adyiseclthat the Ci\'ilA~at~~n ~~thoT~~~~ibassified the weekend free for those who have teaching commitments 
compliance with the following action as ma.ndatory for aircraft or want to fly Stanwell (if it's on)! If business is not completed 
on the United Kingdom Civil Register. .. .......... ... on Friday then we will tidy up on Saturday morning. 

CAA Airworthiness Directive 010-08-91 

Applicability: Solar Wings Pegasus Q-Wing and Quasar Wing 
inicrolight aircraft. Note: The Q2/Quasar 2 wing is of a different 
design and is not affected. 

Subject - description' I':lspection of the wing trailing edge. 

CompIianc6 ~ reql1irem~nt (Summary): ). 
Compliance is required with Solar Wings Service>Bulletin 
0032 before next flight and thereafter every 50 hours. The Service 
Bulletin requires the inspection of the trailing edge of the sail for 
stitching abrasion immediately above the fin tube and the tube 
for wear on its top surface. If there is any sign of abraded or 
broken stitches stitching modification 0082 must be embodied 
before further flight. This action is required because a Pegasus 
Q-Wing aircraft suffered a failure of the centre section sail seam 
at the trailing edge due to abrasion of the seam stitching caused 
by the fin tube. .. 

Reference must be made to the Service Bulletin for full details. 
A copy of the SB can be obtained from: 
Solar Wings Limited, 56 George Lane, Marlborough, Wiltshire 
SN8 4BY, Tel: 0672 515066, Fax: 0672 514492. 

As I will be away with the National Team till 8th October, I 
would appreciate your contacting Mark Mitsos if this date is 
not suitable. Again it would be appreciated if Mark could 
organise the Surf Club as the meeting venue. 

Agenda items will include: 
Reviewing previous minutes 
Instructors' applications 
Instructor renewals 
Competitions 
National ladder 
Towing and tandem endorsements 
Report on HGFA meeting in Adelaide 
Correspondence received 
Any other business. 

I would appreciate you advising me of any other items that 
you want included so that I can complete an agenda on my 
return. Also prepare a report for presentation at the meeting 
(a copy for each member) on any tasks that you are currently 
working on. 

Regards 
Stuart And rews 
Convenor, Paragliding Sub committee 
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South East Queensland Regional 
Titles 

12-13,19-20 & 2fj-27 October with 2-3 November as reserves 

Headquarters, Canungra Hotel 
Entry Fee $60 
35mm turnpoint cameras required, Advanced & intermediate, 
A & B grade 

Pilot briefing and latest registration 8am, 12th October at the 
Canungra Hotel. Contact Jon Durand (075) 333596 or Ken Hill 
(075) 435631 ASAP 

Illawarra Hang Gliding Competition 

To be held on the last three weekends of November and the first 
Sunday of December: 16-17,23-24 November and 30 November 
and 1st December 1991. 

The comp will require two valid flying days to obtain a 
result. This may occur on the first weekend, however 
three weekends have been set aside to allow for 
weather; 16-17 November, 23-24 November and 30 
November -1 December. 

Tasks will be designed to challenge both Advanced and 
Intermediate pilots. 

Maps required for the area are: 1:100000 Kiama and 
1:100000 Wollongong. 

For those requiring accommodation, there are 
numerous caravan parks within 15 mns of Albion Park 
and a camping ground at Jamberoo phone 360580. 

How to get to the pub! 
From Sydney; take F6 south to Wollongong, continue 
on the main 4 lane freeway till it merges with the Prin
cess Highway. Turn right at the first roundabout. 
Diagonally across from the first traffic lights is the pub. 

From the highlands; drive down the Macquarie Pass 
until you get to the first traffic lights, that's it. 

From south; drive towards Macquarie Pass, past the last set of 
traffic lights and turn round, that's it. 

Please contact Debbie for further information and registration 
on 042-971923. 

Killarney, SE Qld Competitions 

1st and 3rd Saturday of every ~onth from February to Novem
ber, contact Jerry on (07) 2008209 

South Australian Open Hang Gliding 
Championships 

9-15 November with 16 & 17th as emergency days 

Entry fee $20 Mt Gillen Alice Springs. Local pilots Paul, Phil, Mike & Ian 
Dinner/BBO at the end of the comp 
Discount entry to J amberoo Recreation Park on 
non flying days 
Excellent spring thermal conditions 
Designed for intermediate and advanced pilots 

Site Info: Tongarra, TO 2300' ASL, 2000' to 
landing paddock, 12km from coast, NE, 0-25km, 
Advanced certillcate required, situated close to 
Macquarie Pass. 
Saddleback, TO 1000' ASL, 950' to landing pad
dock, 5km from coast, S-SE, 7-25km, Advanced 
certillcate required, situated SW of Kiama. 
Mt Kamberwarra, TO 2200' ASL, 1800' to land
ing paddock, 15km from coast, E-SE, 5-15km, 
Advanced certillcate required, situated south of 
Kiama. 

All TO's are within 40 mns of pilot briefmg area. 
The area chosen for these briefmgs and the pin 
board is Albion Park pub. All pilots are to be at 
the Albion Park pub carpark at 9am sharp on 
Saturday 16th November for comp registration 
and brief. 
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and myself made 5 the highest number of gliders to fly simultaneously 
at this beautiful ridge 
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Information package including town map, ac
commodation notes, directions to paddock, 
rules etc. will be sent on receipt of entry fee. 

Free flyers will be welcome to fly as strips are 
freed up during the day. If you have never 
been to the Flatlands competition, and want 
to know how it all works, please call me on 
(068) 537220 AH. Anyone willing to drive 
(for free or payment) please let me know as 
drivers are often in demand close to the comp 
date, especially by overseas pilots. 

As always the Flatlands will be the most air
time, longest flights, and best flying any pilot 
will get all season so start getting into shape 
now! 

Entries and enquiries to: Len Paton, 
"Boganol", Henry Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 
2871. 

Rick Duncan's accidental deployment of his Metamorphosi 
chute from its side mount container during a 45mph dive past Dixon Park 

near Merewether. Note: cliff face is on other side of the fence. 
1992 Corryong Cup 

Mid-north of SA (Bute, Snowtown area) 
Classes for advanced, intermediate, women, paragliding. Entry 
fee $35, late fee $10, entries close 25th October. 

For more information contact Scott Robinson (08) 2712257 

Victorian Closed Hang Gliding Championships 

2 - 5 November 1991, Mt Beauty area 
16,17,23 & 24 November 1991, Mt Cole area 

January 11th, 12th and 13th 1992 with 10th & 
14th being fly-in/lay days. Classes include open, sporting, ladies, 
glider vintage and best team etc. 

There are three caravan parks, three camping grounds, motels. 

Entry fee is $30 which will include presentation night of a EREE 
smorgasboard for two or family and maybe drinks. 

Any enquiries should be directed to Debbie Nathaniel on (042) 
971923 or Harry Docking on (042) 968896. 

1992 Australian "Open" Hang Gliding 
Championships 

Tumut, January 18 to January 26, 1992. 

Rainbow Beach Competition, SE Queensland 

Begins 27 December 1991 and requires 3 flying days to complete. 
A competition with trophies for Advanced, Intermediate and 
Novice ratings. 

Further details form Ron Rimkus (074) 821664. 
Format: Will be open window, cross country, out and return and 
triangle type tasks with aerial start and aerial finish gate. The 

Forbes Flatlands 1992 

6th - 16th January 1992 

Competition HQ: Vandenburg Hotel, Forbes (068) 522015 

Entry fee $130 before 30th November 
$150 thereafter 
1st fUm included 
4 paid entry fees per team before tow strip reserved. 

Competition once again at Forbes. 25 tow strips in both E-Wand 
N-S directions, most 2.5 kms long. Limit of25 tow teams. "Rapid" 
rotation of tow teams on shorter E-W strips. 

Separate paragliding section, with own scoring and tasks as per 
last year. 

Prize money divided amongst paraglider and hang glider pilots 
in proportion to number of pilots in each section. 

Please become tow endorsed. Decision from HGFA instructor 
conference at Tumut was: endorsement will be required at 
competition! Tow clinic/endorsement seminar at Forbes just 
before competition, will be attended by various instructors, or
ganised by the National Coaching Co-ordinator. 
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field will be divided into 3 groups and will fly 
preliminary rounds before a field re-or
ganisation. There will be no reduction of field 
SlZe. 

Site Details: Maps required for navigation 
include: Wagga/Canberra Visual Terminal 
Chart 
1:250000 Topographical maps (Wagga 
Wagga, Cootamundra, Jerilderie & Goul
burn) or equivalent 1:100000 scale maps 
The Tumut 1:100000 sheet and the Tumut 
District Forestry map will be of great assis
tance. 

Primary sites may include: Billopaloola Mt 
(2wd), Honeysuckle Range Nth (2wd), Black 
Ridge (4wd), Wereboldera (2wd), Minjary 
Mt (4wd), Honeysuckle Range Sth (2wd), 
Bald Hill (4wd). 

.,. 
Secondary sites may include: Gilmore Ridge 
(4wd), Mondongo Hill (Argalong) (4wd), 
Spyglass Mt (2wd), Mt Hugel (4wd), Mt Tal
bingo (4wd), Serpentine Ridge (2wd), Clear 
Hill (4wd). 

Ruth Stockley soaring custom sail Alien 22 a stable inter-
mediate canopy developed for strong thennal flying in European Alps (note 
unusually big stabilisers) at Rex Lookollt, FN Qld, 170' ASL in 15 mph SE 

Mandatory equipment: will include: Valid HGFA pilot certifi
cate, serviceable parachute & altimeter, data back camera, UHF 
radio (or VHF Mhz 119.5). 

Communications: As the contest HQ and main goal will be at 
Tumut Airport, all competitors must be able to communicate 
your location to all aircraft inbound or departing the airfield and 
to be informed of aircraft within 20 nm of the airfield. 

Entry fees & charges: entry requirements will be as detailed in 
HGFA comps manual. To maintain reasonable entry fees data 
back cameras will be used to record ALL START AND FINISH 
TIMES. All fUm will be purchased from the contest organisers 
on a needs be basis. Film will only be available at the contest H Q. 
No ftlm will be sold at sites. For all goal finishers at least one film 
per day will be required. 12 shot flim will be sold at about $5 and 
will include processing to negative strip. 

The entry fee will be $75 payable by last mail Friday December 
25th, 1991. (Late entries MA Y be accepted but an additional 
late fee of $50 will be charged). 

Please send entry fee cheque/money order payable to the 
"Australian Open" Hang Gliding Championships along with 
photocopy of your Record of Qualifications (pilot identification 
and hang gliding Qualification pages) to Australian Open, PO 
Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720. 

Entry will not be accepted without valid intermediate or ad
vanced certificate. 

New Zealand National Hang 
Gliding Championships 

January 17th-31st 1992 

Inl anuary 1992, the New Zealand National Hang Gliding Cham
pionships will be held for the first time in the capital, Wellington. 
Wellington has a reputation as a windy city but the area provides 
a diverse range of hang gliding sites, from coastal to mountain 

thermals. 

Duncan Richardson ACT at Black Range NSW -p. Chris Hoffmann 
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The main competition site will be Mt Clirnie, 
a 2850' peak in the Rimutaka range. From 
here tasks will be flown around the Hutt Val
ley and 'over the back' into the wide, flat, 
Wairarapa Valley. Since Wellington's, 
weather can be very variable, the competition 
may move to one of the many alternative sites 
in the region. Two examples are Paekakariki, 
a 900' coastal ridge which has been the start
ing point for the longest flights made in the 
region, and Kourarau, a 700' inland hill in the 
eastern Wiararapa form which we have at
tained heights of 7000' in thermal lift. The 
competition base will be near Mt Climie, all 
other sites are within an hour's drive from 
base. With the choice of so many sites, we 
hope to be arle to provide a full two weeks of 
challenging competition. 

Tasks will be elapsed time races to defined 
goals via turn points, or open distance if a new 
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record looks feasible. The organisers will try to provide 
photographs of all turnpoints and goals to be used in the com
petition. Turnpoints are to be validated by photographs as is 
standard practice in international competition; all ftlms and 
processing are included in the entrance fee. 

If you are interested in attending, please write to 1992 Nationals, 
PO Box 13-238, Johnsonville, Wellington, New Zealand. 

Western Australia State Titles 

Saturday 22 February - Monday 2 March, Dalwallinu area 

Chilean Open Hang Gliding Championships 
January 4 - 111992 

The competition committee is seeking sponsorship from local 
and national companies and hopes to offer significant prizes. 
Television coverage has been promised and the event will be 
publicised through local media. 

Camping sites will be available at the Mangaroa School, the 
competition base. Alternatively, the Hutt valley offers hotel and 
motel accommodation within easy reach. 

Contact Augusto Olivares, Asociacion Chilena De Vuelo Libre, 
Colon 4101 DPTO 152, Providencia Santiago, Chile 

Victorian Cross Country League 

Entry fee is yet to be fIxed but should be around NZ$100 and will 
include maps, all fIlms and processing and a competition t-shirt. 
Foreign pilots must take out temporary membership of the 
NZHGPA unless their own national association has reciprocal 
arrangements with New Zealand; the current cost is NZ$35. 

1 April 1991 to 31 March 1992, $5 entry fee (free for pilots 
entering other VHGA competitions). Any queries: Wesley Hill, 
VHGA Inc Comp Director, PO Box 400, Prahran Vic 3181 

Australian Competition Calendar 

Bogong Cup, 28 December 1991 to 5 January 1992 
The Wellington Hang Gliding Club extends an invitation to all 
foreign pilots to visit New Zealand and take part in this competi
tion. The competition is timed to follow on from a number of 
Australian competitions for northern hemisphere pilots wishing 
to enjoy flying in their off season. After the competition, visitors 
can enjoy more of what New Zealand has to offer, including some 
of the most spectacular hang gliding sites in the world. Local 
pilots you meet at the competition will be glad to show you 
around their home sites. 

Australian Women's Nationals, Mt Buffalo, 28 January - 5 
February 1992 
Australian Paragliding Open, 27 January 1992 -2 February 1992 
Mt Cole Challenge/1992 Victorian Open, 28 January to 5 
February 1992 
Lawrence Hargrave International Competition, Stanwell Park 
8th - 16th February 1992. 

Professional Dealer Network 
At the National Instructor Conference a number of professional instructors from 
around the country meet to discuss several issues. 
SAFETY - The selling of the 'right glider to the right person' by Manufacturers, 

Instructors and Pilots. 
- Used equipment to have an airworthy and condition sticker. 
- Communicate with manufacturers re current gliders in production and 

suggestions for future gliders. 
GROWTH OF OUR SPORT: 

- Manufacturers and Professional Instructors to establish a dealer 
philosophy that is supportive towards the growth of our sport. 

EQUIPMENT: 
- Establish a 'Used Equipment Register' 
- 'Buying in Bulk' - As a group being able to combine purchases. 
- 'New Products ' on the market information available. 

If you are interested in the development of the P.D.N. please return the information 
below to - P.D.N. c/o Chris Boyce, PO BOX 180, Helensburgh, N.S.W. 2508. 
SCHOOL NAME : ..... .. .... .. .. ... .... ......... ... ..... .... ..... ....... ............. .. ... ... .............................. . 
NAME OF DIRECTORS : ........ ....... ... ..... ..... ........... ... .. ....................... ....... ..... ............... . 
ADDRESS: ....... ....... ... .... .. .... .... ... .. .. .... ..... .... .... .... .............. .. ................................ ........ . 

I PHONE / FAX / MOBILE NUMBERS : .. .. ......... .. ......... .. ... .... ..... ...... .... .... ........... .... ....... . 

I 
DO YOU HAVE THE TIME TO HELP MANAGE THE NETVv"ORK? .. ............. ......... ...... . 
WHAT OTHER ISSUES NEED TO BE CONSIDERED? ........................ .......... .......... ... . 
\_--
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Forbes Flatlands 1991 Hang Gliding And Paragliding Competition 
I;::::::::::·:······ .::.::::::.:::::::.::::.::.:.::;:::::::;:;:::;:;:::::::::;:::;:;:::;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:::::;::::::::::::;:;;;:;:::':·::::::::::::;1 

Now that the organisation for the 1992 
competition is upon us I have had to tidy 
up the book keeping for the 1991 Flat
lands and it seemed like a good time to 
write an article about it. 

The competition started a day later than 
most pilots were expecting due to an error 
in the competition booklet - however 
from my observations the extra practice 
day was of great value to many teams who 
needed to polish up their towing act. The 
competition really will start on 7 January 
next year as advertised, so do make time 
for a practice day before hand to get all 
the bugs ironed out of your towing system! 

The weather as usual was flyable every 
day and eight tasks were flown. While we 
did not have the usual record breaking 
Flatlands conditions due to a persistent 
westerly wind, the shortest task set was 66 
km (on a rare overcast day) and the 
longest 138 km (cross wind). At least one 
pilot made goal every day, with nineteen 
finishing the 138 Km day! 

For the first time we had a paragliding 
section in which 11 pilots competed. Un
fortunately the task setting for the 
paragliders was unrealistic resulting in 

very low round scores. Another problem 
was that some of the pilots competing 
preferred to float off downwind as far as 
they could instead of trying to do the task. 
This would have been less of a problem 
had the tasks been better chosen. Hope
fully the next competition will see more 
paragliders taking part and better task 
setting for them. The paragliders and 
hang gliders seemed to have no problem 
towing and flying together, and when the 
odd sailplane from the local club joined 
in for a sticky beak, it was a case of the 
more the merrier! 

The first task was a race to Boorowa for 
both hang gliders and paragliders. 
Boorowa 122 km SW of the tow paddock 
and the wind was a signiftcant westerly. 
Later in the day there was overdevelop
ment and thunderstorms which caused 
many to land short. Ten pilots made it to 
goal, and the best paraglider distance was 
62 Km. Thomas Suchanek won the day 
with Peter Buhler winning the 
paragliders. 

The second task was a race to Millvale via 
Grenfell Silo, a distance of 97.8 km south 
then south west of the paddock. The 
paragliders chose a goal at woodstock, 

------------------ due east of the paddock. This 
An APeO Hilite III, Israel-p. courtesy Apco Aviation day turned out to be one of the 
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few light wind days at the com
petition which made picking 
the right end of the paddock to 
tow from rather difficult. The 
morning northerly became a 
light southerly during the day 
and one had to wait a long time 
to be able to launch from the 
southern end of the paddock. 
Those who were able to get 
away early did best, but only 
one pilot, Guy Hubbard, made 
goal, closely followed by 
Thomas Suchanek who landed 
200 m short. Simon Nighy from 
New Zealand won the 
Paragliders task with a flight of 
33.4km. 

This day was marred by the 
serious accident which serious
ly injured Garrick Carr caused 
to a large degree by an unreli
able release system. 

Round three was a race to 
Blaney via a turn point at 
Lyndhurst for both paragliders 
and hang gliders. It was a main
ly downwind run with a slight 
dogleg, total distance 117 km. 
Many pilots had their turn 
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point photos disallowed on this task be
cause they were out of sector. The most 
common error was to fly past the turn 
point and photograph it looking back 
toward take off, instead of looking along 
the bisector of the incoming and outgoing 
course directions. Anyone who does not 
understand the difference needs to read 
up on the rules for taking turn point 
photos! Twenty pilots were eventually 
credited with making goal, the fastest 
being Drew Cooper. 

Simon Nighy won the day amongst the 
paragliders with a flight of 66.8 km. 

The task on day four was a 102 km triangle 
with turn points at Gooloogong and 
Mortray Hill. The paragliders (unwisely) 
set the same task. Despite good thermal 
conditions the prevailing westerly wind 
made progress back from Gooloogong 
very difficult, and only four pilots made 
goal- Peter Aitken, Mark Newland, Drew 
Cooper and Gary Davie. Thomas 
Suchanek had a very bad day this day only 
coming 45th! The best flight by a 
paraglider was by Peter Balmer who 
reached the first turn point at 
Gooloogong. The headwind was too 
strong for him to make any progress 
around the turn point. 

Round 5 saw another race to Blaney in the 
continuing westerly, this time via 
Woodstock, a distance of 116 km for both 
hang gliders and paragliders. A layer of 
high cloud made thermal activity weak 
later in the afternoon, but 15 pilots made 
the goal with Carl Braden the winner. 
Brian Webb did the best flight on a 
paraglider with a distance of 54.5 km. Had 
he been flying a hang glider that distance 
would have given him 42nd place for the 
day - not a bad effort! 

Task 6 saw much lighter wind and a 110 
km out and return to Toogong and back 
was called (Gooloogong and back for the 
paragliders). Conditions were good ini
tially, but overclouding between Toogong 
and Eugowra in the afternoon made it 
hard to get home. Only five managed it -
Carl Braden, Tomas suchanek, Drew 
Cooper, Dave Adams and Geoff Tullock. 
Of the paragliders, none quite made it to 
the turn point, but Bernhard Stocker did 
best with a distance of 32.5 km. 

Task 7 was very nearly called off, some 
pilots being worried about towing up in a 
soarable breeze in smooth overcast con
ditions. In fact it was the easiest day for 
tow launching in the whole comp, and no 
problem to pick which end to tow from! 
Despite the uniform grey overcast, there 
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... 

Scott Beresford looking down at Flinders from a jellyfish 

were weak thermals around which even
tually went to about 5000 feet, and 12 
pilots made it to the goal 66 km away at 
Tyagong. There was no paraglider task on 
this day. 

The final day saw excellent thermal con
ditions with well developed cumulus 
clouds, 1,500 ft per minute thermals and 
cloud base at around 10,000 ft. The wind 
started as a northerly but turned more 
westerly as the day went on. The task was 
a 138 km dog leg to Galong with a turn 
point at Koorawatha water tower. Many 
pilots had their longest/highestlfarthest 
flights ever on this day! Nineteen pilots 
made goal with correct turn point photos 
- there were several TP photos knocked 
back for being out of sector on this day 
also. Carl Braden was the fastest to the 
goal followed by Tomas Suchanek and 
Drew Cooper. Chris McDonald 
surprised everyone by turning up at goal 
just as everyone was leaving to go home -
better late than never! 

The last day was an excellent one for the 
paragliders also. Their goal was 
Koorawatha Water Tower (75.2 Km), and 
one of them, Rolf Ulrich, made it. 
Bernhard Stocker and Peter Balmer were 
only a few km short. It was a day when we 
were able to really fly cross country with 
the paragliders which was interesting and 
enjoyable. 

The fmal scores were 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Tomas Suchanek 
Carl Braden 
Drew Cooper 
Steve Blenkinsop 
Peter Aitken 
Rohan Holtkamp 
Russell Duncan 
Geoff Tullock 
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9 Gary Davie 
10 Mark Newland 

B Grade 

1 Gary Davie 
2 Garth Wimbush 
3 Malcolm Osborne 
4 JHSummons 
5 David Petrie 

Women 

1 Jenny Ganderton 
2 Birgit Svens 
3 Suzy Gneist 

Flatlands 1991 Hang Gliding And 
ParagHding Competition 

BALANCE SHEET as at 31 August 1991 

Accumulated Funds 

Balance as at 25 July 1991 
Surplus for the year 

Represented by 

Assets 

Competition Equipment 
Cash at Bank 
Petty Cash 

Less Liabilities 

Sundry Creditor 
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2,000.00 
1,519 00 

3,519.01 

1,005.24 
2,430.77 

100 00 

3,536.01 

17.00 

3,519.01 

Income And Expenditure Account 
For Year Ended 31/8/91 

Income 

T-Shirt sales 
Entry Fees 
Free Flier Fees 
Late fees 
Film Sales 

Less Expenses 

T-Shirt Purchase 
Film Purchase & Developed 
Officials 
Officials Mileage 
Postage 
Stationery 
Prizes & Trophies 
Paddock Preparation 
Telephone 
Paddock Fees 
Meteorology 
Depreciation 

Surplus for Year 

3,208.00 
16,170.00 

315.00 
380.00 
479.60 

20,552.60 

2,519.00 
962.64 

3,463.50 
736.00 

75.34 
254.30 

5,692.75 
1,561.25 

249.64 
2,200.00 

439.00 
200.00 

19,033.59 

1,519.01 

Due to the fact that the owners of the 
paddock refused payment for the first 
competition held at Forbes, there was 
about $1500 in the bank account when I 
started to organise the 1991 competition. 
The value of competition equipment ap
proximately doubled over the year. This 
was due mainly to all the signs for tow 
strips, visitors etc we had made. The 
notice boards suffered some damage, and 
the maps will eventually need to be 
replaced hence the depreciation. The last 
competition resulted in a small surplus 
(over and above the assets purchased) 
which will be used to improve the com
petition next year. Assuming that the 
costs remain similar to last year and a 
similar number of pilots take part (and 
that they buy as many T -shirts) there is no 
need to increase the entry fee for the 1992 
competition. 
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III Main Range Magic III 
Several years ago, on a spring time cross 
country ski trip to Carruthers Peak in the 
Snowy Mountains, I was fortunate enough 
to witness three sailplanes doing 
aerobatics and buzzing the hill on the 
western slopes of the main range. It was a 
spectacle I will never forget and one 
which later made me think what a thrill it 
would be to fly over these mountains in a 
hang glider. Trees are non existent, there 
are some roads and if these sailplanes 
could do it so effortlessly, why not a hang 
glider. 

Free flying in the Corryong Cup (January 
1989) introduced me to an Australian 
mountain site that really excited me. I'd 
heard talk of Bruce Barcham's effort 
some years earlier where he flew from 
Corryong over Mt Kosciusko and on to 
land at Thredbo. During the next twelve 
months I was able to listen to others and 
learn some of the secrets of effective ther
malling and XC flight. 

As an intermediate I felt intimidated by 
the 90/91 Nationals at Bright, and probab
ly not eligible anyway, so I decided instead 
to give Corryong a new try. I drummed 
the locals for information and eagerly 
awaited the weather report each morning. 
My first three attempts at a main range 
crossing ended short of Geehi in the val
ley behind the Murray power station. The 

next two days provided excellent condi
tions with large cumulus clouds 
everywhere and base at above 12,000 feet 
ASL. On these days the wind was blowing 
from the NE and SE so flights across the 
pine forest to Bullioh, and just short of 
Holbrook made for a very pleasant 
change of scenery and my most 
memorable flights to date. To log up 
seven hours flying time in two days was the 
sort of thing I'd previously only dreamt of. 

The next day was to be the last day at 
Corryong, as the Flatlands Challenge at 
Forbes was fast approaching and practice 
days were needed there. We woke to a 
warm morning with clear blue skies, 
WNW winds light to moderate forecast. 
By the time we reached the first gate the 
cu's were forming and the ute made the 
journey to the launch, on Mt Elliot, in 
record time. David Julian launched first 
and was soon high and out of sight; I 
followed and found the thermals strong 
with base at around 11,500 feet ASL. 
Judith Goldstone was last to launch and 
had a late save in a thermal which seemed 
to last forever. Wind strength up high was 
WNW and moderate and with the main 
range fast approaching, the Khancoban 
pondage resembled a puddle and Geehi 
airstrip was clearly visible. 

-------------------------------------------
Looking east Mt Townsend & Lake Albina in foreground with 

Charlotte's Pass in the centre 

" 

I was abh: to drift with the second thermal 
onto the ridge running down from Mt 
Joungal and then with VB cord on full, I 
headed to what appeared to be a cu form
ing over Geehi airstrip. 

From my discussions with local pilots I 
knew Geehi was a sink hole which had 
spoilt many attempts at main range cross
ings. I approached the airspace below 
this every growing cloud, excited but ap
prehensive, I offered a few kind words to 
Hueyand soon found the lift I was looking 
for. I stayed with this third thermal right 
over Mt Townsend, north of Mt Koscius
ko, and onto Charlottes Pass. Memories 
of the sailplanes and the area below me, 
which I knew so well, brought a feeling of 
elation I have rarely felt. From above 
Charlottes Pass I could see Lake Jin
dabyne and decided to try the crosswind 
task to get there. Getting low on my way 
to "goal", I picked up a thermal breaking 
off from the ski tube car park. This was 
the one I needed to get me to where I 
landed, on a farm at the back of Jin
dabyne. The farmer gave me a "sure 
mate" look as I told him of my launch in 
Victoria several hours earlier, he then 
waited while I packed up, and drove me 
to Jindabyne pub. 

Thanks go to local pilot Glenn Wilson and 
local farmer and hang gliding term expert, 

Maxfor their generous help 
in what will always remain a 
very memorable week. 

David McLoskey 
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Introduction 

The HGFA Certification Committee has 
adopted proposals and recommenda
tions from the HGFA Paragliding Com
mittee regarding the certification of 
paragliders. As of September 1990 the 
Australian Standard is ACPULS. 

At the time of press there is a new single 
European Certification Standard being 
developed. When this is confirmed the 
Paragliding Committee and the HGFA 
Certification Committee will adopt the 
new standard. The HGF A Certification 
Committee recommends that all equip
ment used be tested or certified to an 
accepted standard. The Paragliding 
Committee also endorses the HGFA C.C. 
policy that all advertising in Skysailor 
state whether the canopy and equipment 
is certified or not, and to what standard 
and to what class it belongs. 

All pilots should realise that paraglider 
certification is much more critical than 
hang glider certification as paragliders 
collapse in turbulence much less severe 
than that which would tuck a hang glider. 
The amount of turbulence that will col
lapse a canopy depends on individual 
canopy design, varies greatly from one 
model to another, and can vary with dif
ferent trimming. If the average pilot flies 
the canopy himself in turbulent condi
tions, it will be almost impossible to assess 
this, as the canopy would probably col
lapse first which would make it too late! 

During certification a canopy is tested 
extensively by experienced, professional 
test pilots. 

Watch out for copies of certified 
canopies: if a canopy is a copy of a cer
tified canopy, but is not certified itself, 
don't assume its exactly the same canopy. 
Just the line lengths differing will change 
the trimming, turning a safe canopy into a 
dangerous one. Check to see if your 
canopy has a certification sticker sewn on 
it showing the certification number. This 
can be cross checked by the manufac
turer, the certification body or the 
Paragliding committee. 

To give pilots more of an understanding 
concerning the processes and procedures 
of certification the 1991 ACPUL is 
printed below. Article taken from 
"Paragliding, the Magazine", the AP A 
magazine. 
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New ACPUL Certification Program from 
ACPUL - France 

There is needless confusion over what 
ACPUL certification levels mean. Level 
1 does not mean training glider, although 
all training gliders should be Level 1. 
Level 1 does not mean that the pilot 
should do nothing in case of a malfunction 
and the glider will recover on its own. 
Levell means that during testing in calm 
conditions the glider recovered with no 
pilot input from all the induced malfunc
tions and regained normal flight in less 
than four seconds. 

The ACPUL certification process is as 
objective as possible. Gliders are sub
jected to 12 phases of flying and their 
restrictions are noted. The glider either 
passes the specific test or it does not. The 
results should be included with the 
glider's flying manual. The end user pilot 
then has a means to eliminate 
manufacturers' hype and too often 
ridiculous claims and acquire informa
tion directly affecting his safety. He also 
has a means to compare various gliders in 
a serious manner. We should also note 
that unlike the HGMA which is self 
regulatory, the ACPUL as a normative 
body affecting public safety, is under the 
regulation of French Law, the results it 
publishes have to be accurate or there are 
serious penalties. 

The limitation of the testing program is 
that there is no way to objectively record 
the glider's behaviour in unruly tur
bulence. The negative turn test and the 
asymmetric fold are only reasonable ap
proximations. Nor can roll, pitch or yaw 
stability (the more sensitive, the more ad
vanced) be evaluated. A glider can pass 
all the tests for Level 1 but still be quite 
sensitive and definitely not for beginners. 
Obviously, the manufacturer should 
supply this information. On the other 
hand, a glider can show docile handling 
and be quite pleasant for a beginner-in
termediate pilot, yet still show a vicious 
trait in a malfunction which the beginner
intermediate pilot would not be able to 
handle. 

First, the gliders are subjected to struc
tural tests. They are attached to a truck 
with a load cell and are slowly accelerated 
to a 6g force, in other words until the load 
is 6 times the maximum recommend 
weight. Then, the glider is laid out on the 
ground, and slack is put into the attach-
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ment cable. The load cell is set to release 
at a load of 6 g. The truck accelerates 
hard, taking up the slack, and the glider is 
instantly loaded with a 6 g force. There 
can be no failure here. This means that a 
certified glider, if it is made exactly the 
same as tested, will not rip in normal flight 
nor will the lines break. 

Then a suitable test pilot must be found 
whose weight is within the manufacturers 
suggested range. Since wing loading 
seriously affects glider reactions and 
safety, maximum weight cannot be more 
than 1.3 times the minimum weight. If the 
maximum weight is more than 1.3 times 
the minimum weight, then two pilots at 
either end of the weight range must per
form the tests. If this is done, it is noted in 
the test report. 

The pilots have to hold the malfunctions 
for 4 seconds, then release the controls. 
To attain Levell, the glider must return 
to level flight with no pilot input in under 
4 seconds. For Level 2, the glider needs 
pilot input to return to level flight in 4 
seconds in 1 or 2 categories. Level 3 
means pilot input was required in 3 or 
more categories to return to level flight in 
less than 4 seconds. 

The tests are filmed to be certain that the 
test pilot performed as instructed and are 
reviewed by an independent panel before 
certification is given. 

Note: the above information is relevant to 
all gliders tested by ACPULS before May 
20, 1991. Starting on that date there are 
no levels 1-2-3. All gliders submitted are 
put through the 12 tests, the results are 
they either pass certification or fail. If the 
glider passes certification, it receives a 
sticker. The 12 tests are shown on the 
sticker and graded with A, B, or C as 
outlined below. 

Here is a brief outline of the actual tests 
and the conclusions we can draw from 
them. A few conclusions should be fairly 
clear. 

1. If a glider is Level 2, why is it level 2? 
A glider that deep stalls is very dif
ferent from one that rotates or has a 
big surge. That a glider is levell, 2 or 
3 is useless information without the 
test report and manufacturers flight 
manual. 

2. The tests are performed in perfect 
conditions (the requirement for any 
objective reasonably scientific evalua
tion). They are not like the turbulent 
real conditions which introduce an 
UNEXPECTED ELEMENT. 

3. Although a beginner glider and an ad
vance glider can be a levell, the begin-
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ner glider is harder to over control. If 
there is a problem it is easier to over 
control an advanced glider and make 
the problem worse! 

4. In spite of the limitations, how else can 
gliders be evaluated? A glider which 
does not deep stall in testing is 
preferable to one which does. A glider 
which makes less than a 90 degree 
trajectory change before recovering 
from an asymmetric collapse is better 
than a glider which keeps turning with 
no pilot input. A glider whose surge 
does not go beyond the horizon is 
preferable to one whose surge is so 
great the pilot can fall into it. 

5. The tests are performed on the glider 
as it is presented. If there is a control 
seat, it is tested with the control seat. 
If there is a trim adjustment system, it 
is tested with it. If the glider is 
presented with a crossover stabiliser 
harness, it is tested like that. The test 
report and the certification sticker on 
the glider state the configuration the 
glider was tested in. Any change chan
ges the glider and makes the informa
tion from the test meaningless and 
voids certification. If you add a control 
seat where there was none, you have 
become a test pilot. If you add a trim 
system where there was none, you are 
a test pilot. 

6. The only information which comes 
from the ACPUL on a glider is on the 
ACPUL sticker on the glider. No 
sticker, no ACPUL. The manufactur
ing labels do not necessarily contain 
certified information. 

Remember: Level ratings 1-2-3 still apply 
to gliders tested before this May. Now, we 
have moved into a new system which will 
provide the pilot with the necessary infor
mation on his glider. Its as easy as ABC. 

Reactions 

Pilo~initi~tes and holds c~lIapse for4 ~econds or . l.360d~~~ 
turn,then releases. If trajectory change~ less (ban .90 <i¢gi¢es :". 
the rating is A. If trajectory changes gr<!ate~ than 90 degrees)jiid 
glider instantly returns to normal flight •• thenratingls B. Ifgtl~er 
spirals or remains in a tum after release or needs pi10ts inter· 
vention to return to normal flight. rating is C. . :. -:':\:::::: 

If th; surge is greatetthan 135 degrees off vertical it d~~~ : h~t 
pass· period. If surge is less than ~O degrees and retuiP.s·.to 
normal flight instantly· rating isAIfI;urge is less than 9Odegre~~ 
with pilot intervention to return to norinal flight then rating is 
B. If surge is more than 90 degrees but less than 135 degic;es, 
with or without pilot intervention· rating is C. .: \\ .. :. 

Pilot initiates and holds collapse for 4 s~c;;nds ~r 1·36Q d~ire~ 
. turn, then releases. If trajectory changes less. than 9Q degrees :~ 
. the rating is A. If trajectory changes greater than 90 degrees.and 

gliderinstantly returns to normal flight ~ tben rating is B. If . 
spirals or remains in a turn after releas~ or needs pilot's 
venfion to return to normal flight - rating is C. 

Pilot initiates and h~;di collapse for 4 .seconds ~r 1-360 .. 
tu lll, then releases . . If trajectory ctianges less than 90 O":'N'''''''''.;: 
the rating is A. If trajectory changes greilterthan 90 ... . 
glider instantly returns to nOrmal flight - then rating is If glider 
spirals or remains in a turn after release or needs pilot's inter~ 
vention to return to normal flight . rating is C. . .'. 

.. ':,':' 

Note: 7-8-9 or 10, the pilot's reactions aie according ~o th~f(f~ht 
manual or normal and usual techniques. Only the amplitu.de ot 
the closures are important, not how they were obtained. . 

Are there and closures? Do they affect the return If no closures - rating is A. With closures · rating is B. 
to normal flight? How fast does the glider stop 
swinging and return to normal flight? . 

• ~n the piiot land on b.isfe~t? Passes at Aor doesn't pass. 
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Part 2 will follow in next month's issue, 
and will look at the German Gutesiegal 
Standards, and will include a list of known 
certified canopies flown in Australia. 

The following fictional story is intended 
to make the reader aware of the neces
sities of using certified equipment and 
training programmes. 

The Time of His Life 
by Mark Mitsos 

While Bob was in New Zealand on 
holidays he did a two day introductory 
paragliding course. When he got back to 
Australia he still had a week off work so 
decided to go to Ayers Rock. At a road
house on the way he met a French 
paragliding pilot who needed a lift. He 
introduced himself as Andre, and after a 
while is became clear that he was short of 
cash and was willing to sell his paragliding 
equipment to Bob, who by now was 
hooked on flying. So, after buying Andre's 
equipment, the two of them parted com
pany in Alice Springs with Andre assuring 
him that he'd have the time of his life. 

After a couple of days around Alice Bob 
got itchy for a fly. He couldn't fmd any 
decent hills and was told he couldn't fly 
off Ayers Rock. He decided to go home 
to Tamworth as he knew of a hill near his 
place. After doing some short flights from 
near the bottom of the hill he decided to 
walk to the top and jump off up there. 
Andre had told him some things about 
airflow and the way birds soar on ridges, 
and had mentioned using the brakes in 
rough air. 

There were lots of clouds around as well 
as a couple of wedgies flying nearby. After 
a couple of runs Bob got off the hill. After 
steering around some trees he'd been 
flying towards, he felt a bit nervous. He 
decided to fly straight out to the large 
paddock in front of the hill so that he 
could land. He noticed he wasn't going 
down very fast as he let the brakes right 
off. About this time the canopy started to 
swing around. Bob wasn't feeling too 
good. The vario needle started to show 
400 down. Just after this the left wing 
collapsed and the glider turned that way. 
Bob pulled hard on the brakes, and after 
five seconds and two revolutions the 
canopy started flying straight again. He 
wished he was on the ground now! 

After a while he got nearer the landing 
paddock. Again the vario sounded, 5 up 
this time. As it was a bit rough Bob pulled 
on a bit more brake to steady things. The 
vario was screaming and then he noticed 
the sound of th wind was gone. Next thing 
the canopy shot backwards, and Bob let 
off the brakes. From that moment on he 
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had the ride of his life. The canopy surged 
forward, shooting so far ahead of hem 
that he started to free fall towards the 
leading edge. He pulled the brakes down 
hard. The canopy surged back again, he 
let the brakes off again and started pen
duluming around. He was really freaking 
out now and didn't seem to be any nearer 
the ground. 

He decided to turn in a spiral as he'd 
watch the birds do. He pulled down on the 
right brake and heard the vario go into 
sink mode. He felt better now that he was 
going down. He kept pulling on the brake. 
By this time he had swung out at 90° and 
was going down really fast. He noticed the 
left wing was collapsing but didn't know 
why. He was getting closer to the ground 
so he let the brake off suddenly. The 
canopy pitched back and then spun 
towards the still collapsed wing. Bob 
screamed and pulled down on both 
brakes as he was approaching a stand of 
tall gum trees near the road. 

Suddenly the glider stopped its spin and 
seemed to parachute gently down into the 
trees. The glider hung onto some 
branches which proceeded to break until 
Bob dropped to the ground. 

While sitting there on the ground thinking 
about the last ten minutes of his life, he 
heard someone calling out asking him 
whether he was OK. He realised that 
luckily he was alright. The person who 
had called out to him introduced himself 
as Peter, an experienced pilot and in
structor. 

After helping to get the canopy out of the 
trees Peter checked it for damage and 
realised that he'd never seen one of that 
type before. It had a big span with strange 
LE slits as well as a four riser attachment 
to the seat. Peter looked around the 
canopy for make, model and type as well 
as certification class. After a while he 
found a label that showed it was of French 
origin, and was for advanced pilots weigh
ing 90 plus kilos, with a rating of 3E. Peter 
figured that Bob weighed only about 70 
kilos. Peter gave Bob a membership form 
for the HGFA and arranged to trade in 
the high performance canopy for a safer 
one, and to give some lessons. 

See how many problems you can pick out 
in this story. These will be published next 
month. 
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I J (GLIDERS) RTM 

> Airborne 's Blitz 
> E/Wings Combat 
> Moyes XIS 

Z Some of our students are looking for 
Intermediate gliders. so why not 
trade-In your glider on a CflSP wing. 

I 
(BITS & BOBS) 

> Chute Repacks 
> Courses 
> Flying Suits 

I J > Gift Vouchers 
> Hand Fairings 
> Hang Loops 

I U ~ ~:~~~~=es 
> Instruments 
> Parachutes 

1_ > Repairs 
> Steel Carabiners 
> Sun Glasses 
> Tandem Flights 

J >~ Tow Bridles 
Tow Releases 
Training Manuals 

I[ >~> T-shirts 
UHF Icom Radios 
Used Gliders 
Videos 

__ > Wheels 

It 
IU 

JUST ARRIVED 
> CAMELBAK- Drinking System 

> Litek Varios - $350.00 

" 
Mastercard/ Bankcard 
Postage not included 

Contact Chris or Clare 

(II ~~~:!'!~:e~!~h 
~ N.S. W. Australia. 2508 

" ~ 
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Scott Beresford perjonning a manoeuvre at Flinders, that we 
haven't thought of a name for yet - photo by Robin Gould 
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Sport and Marijuana 
Introduction 

During the 1990 season a number of rugby 
league players tested positive for 
marijuana by urinalysis. A great deal of 
media attention was generated. This 
resulted in the expression of a wide 
spectrum of views about the testing of 
sportspersons for drugs that were not ob
viously performance enhancing. 

A dichotomy of opinion was voiced by 
players, coaches, sports administrators, 
drug policy makers and politicians. 

Whilst there is an abundance of research 
and reports on the use of marijuana in the 
wider society, there is a dearth of infor
mation relating specifically to the use of 
marijuana in sport. 

The Australian Sports Drug Agency 
therefore prepared this preliminary 
report which focuses on the rationale of 
testing by urinalysis of sports persons for 
marijuana use. 

The Agency sought submissions from key 
individuals and organisations. In addi
tion, other submissions were solicited by 
advertising in The Australian newspaper. 

Background 

A great deal has been published about the 
chemistry, physiology and psychopathol
ogy of marijuana. A selected review is 
shown at Appendix D. 

Marijuana is made from the dried flowers 
and leaves of the hemp plant cannabis 
sativa. Hashish and hashish oil are made 
from the resin of the cannabis plant. 
Marijuana is usually smoked in hand 
rolled cigarettes or in special pipes. 

The major constituents of cannabis are 
the cannabinoids of which tetrahydrocan
nabinol (THC) has been shown to 
produce the euphoric or psychoactive ef
fects. Once absorbed into the 
bloodstream THC is carried to the brain 
where the "high" is mediated. THC is 
metabolised by the liver and redistributed 
to the tissues, principally fat tissue. There 
is then a slow release (over a number of 
weeks dependent on how often the drug 
has been taken) back into the 
bloodstream where it is eventually ex
creted in the urine. 

The effect is dependent on the strength of 
the dose. In low doses feelings of happi
ness, heightened sensory perception and 
a slowed sense of time are commonly ex
perienced. With more moderate doses 
the sensory changes are accentuated. 
High doses can cause acute mental distur-
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bance which may last for some hours or 
days. Hallucinations may be experienced 
with very high doses. 

The physiological effects include: 

* increase in the heart rate 

* increased in blood pressure 

* impairment in motor and mental 
skills, eg loss of co-ordination, slowed 
reaction time and retarded visual 
tracking. 

Long term effects of regular usage can 
include: 

* increased risk of bronchitis, lung can
cer, and respiratory diseases which 
are associated with smoking 

* a change of motivation resulting in 
users losing energy and drive 

* decreased concentration, memory 
and learning abilities 

* interference with sexual and hormone 
production 

* associa.tion with psychotic episodes 
but this is more common in individuals 
predisposed to these events. 

Most of these effects gradually disappear 
when usage is stopped. 

Marijuana is a drug of low toxicity. No 
death has been reported in humans solely 
from an overdose of marijuana. The 
therapeutic index, which indicated a 
drug's safety margin, is 40,000 compared 
with a value of 10 for alcohol. It is 
noteworthy that a dose of alcohol only five 
times greater than that required to 
achieve a social intoxication can result in 
coma, which can be followed by death. 

Cannabis may be habit forming but it is 
not truly addictive, ie, it is the pleasurable 
effect of the drug that induces a person to 
use it rather than an overriding physical 
need as evident in opiate addiction. 

Marijuana and Sports Performance 

For athletic performance to be consis
tently successful, optimal physical, mental 
and emotional states are necessary. The 
effects of marijuana on the perceptions of 
the user would make it difficult for the 
athlete to perform optimally. Perception 
of time is altered, which usually results in 
a slow-motion effect. Depth perception, 
necessary to most, if not all, sporting ac
tivities, is decreased. There is an impair
ment of immediate memory which can be 
critical in events that require strategies 
and teamwork. Other effects that can be 
noted during acute intoxication with 
marijuana include enhanced imagery, dis-
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tortion of space and time, euphoria and 
relaxation, impairment of recent memory, 
increased suggestibility and sometimes 
depersonalisation, suspiciousness and 
panic reactions. All of these effects make 
it difficult for the athlete to perform at an 
optimum level. 

Marijuana and the Australian Sports 
Drug Agency Act 1990 

Clause 9. (i) (a) of the Agency Act notes 
that the Agency has the following func
tion: 

"to maintain an up-to-date schedule of 
drugs and doping methods, and per
mitted levels (if any) in relation to each 
drug or method, listed by the Internation
al Olympic Committee as drugs and 
doping methods in respect of which com
petitors MAY. be tested" 

The International Olympic Committee's 
list of doping classes is: 

I Doping Classes 

A. Stimulants 
B. Narcotic Analgesics 
C. Anabolic Steroids 
D. Beta-Blockers 
E. Diuretics 
F. Peptide Hormones and 

analogues 

II Doping Classes 

A. Blood doping 
B. Pharmacological, chemical and 

physical manipulation, ego 
probenecid, catheterisation, 
substitution 

III Classes of Drugs subject to certain 
restrictions 

A. Alcohol 
B. Marijuana 
C. Local anaesthetics 
D. Corticosteroids 

The IOC notes that "marijuana is not 
prohibited (but is illicit). However tests 
may be carried out at the request of the 
international federation, .. .. .. .athletes 
competing at the Olympic Games may be 
tested for marijuana. In addition any in
ternational federation may request a 
laboratory to test for marijuana. It was 
not the intention of the Medical Commis
sion to require all laboratories to test for 
marijuana on routine samples." 

Currently the only sporting body in 
Australia which has requested the Agen
cy to test for marijuana is the New South 
Wales Rugby League. 
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Rehabilitation 

Rehabilitation of sports persons who test 
positive to marijuana has been incor
porated into schedules of sanctions by 
sporting bodies. As the harmful effects of 
marijuana are relatively small, particular
lywhen compared to tobacco, alcohol and 
opiates, there has been little need for the 
development of rehabilitation strategies 
to treat individuals in society who use 
marijuana. This situation has been suc
cinctly summed up by two eminent in
dividuals in the drug field: 

One notes: "There is very little literature 
existing on the treatment of cannabis con
sumers because very few such individuals 
report to health professionals seeking 
help." 

The other states: "Indian Hemp (Can
nabis) was in the pharmacopoeias of both 
ancient Egypt and of Mesopotamia some 
five or six thousand years ago. In all prob
ability hemp and its derivatives have been 
used therapeutically and recreationally 
since then, in many countries... If it is 
smoked it has all the dangers of smoking, 
perhaps more so than tobacco. Neverthe
less the plain fact is that although it is 
widely used, it is quite exceptional in 
medical practice to encounter anyone 
suffering significant problems from the 
use of marijuana. It causes much less 
trouble than aspirin." 

Rationale for Prohibiting Drugs in Sport 

The rationale advanced for banning drugs 
in sporting context are: 

1. Performance enhancing effects 

2. Harm to the health of the individual 

3. Harm to others 

4. Legal status of the drug. 

Performance Enhancing Effect 

The rationale is primarily to reduce the 
unfair advantage that may accrue to users 
of performance enhancing drugs. 

The use of marijuana however does not 
fall into this category. The IOC has 
noted: "There are no scientific data 
which clearly demonstrates that 
marijuana enhances athletic perfor
mance." 

The immediate net result of use of 
marijuana in a sporting sense is a 
decrease in performance with impair
ment of motor and mental skills both 
necessary for the pursuit of sporting ex
cellence. 
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'The use of marijuana by sportspeople 
therefore is more likely to have a perfor
mance decreasing effect. 

The performance enhancing argument 
for prohibiting marijuana and conducting 
drug testing is therefore inappropriate. 

Harm to Health of the Individual 

The second major factor for prohibiting 
drug use in sport is the possible adverse 
effects on an individual's health. 

Most drug use has potential health risks. 
These risks can be either intrinsic, there 
is, harm due to the properties of the drug 
itself (eg, masculinising effect of anabolic 
steroids) or extrinsic, that is, harm result
ing from the use of the drug (eg, contract
ing AIDS from dirty needles while 
injecting steroids). 

However the potential for harm to health 
from marijuana use is relatively low. 
Nevertheless this could be a justifiable 
reason for testing. However the same 
could apply to tobacco, alcohol, tranquil
lisers and other pharmaceutical products 
not prohibited in sport. 

Harm to Others 

If by using marijuana an individual causes 
significant harm to others then interven
tion needs to be considered. 

There is certainly some potential harm 
that could accrue from using marijuana. 
For example, where the driving ability of 
competitors in motor sports is impaired. 
However there is again inconsistency be
cause of the lack of drug testing for al
cohol and other drugs that impair driving 
ability. 

Legal Status of Marijuana 

It is illegal to possess, grow, cultivate or 
use marijuana in all states in Australia. 
However, there is considerable variation 
in legislation between States. South 
Australia has a Cannabis Expiation 
Notice (CEN) system for possession, cul
tivation or private use of small amounts of 
cannabis. This is a fme which, if paid, 
does not result in a criminal record. In all 
remaining States however, possession, 
cultivation or private use is a criminal 
offence with the difference being in the 
size of the penalties imposed. 

The key issue is who should be respon
sible for policing illicit drug use as op
posed to "performance enhancing" drug 
use. The use of non-law enforcing agen
cies to enforce the law is a dangerous 
precedent. 
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Own your 
own radio I 

ICOM HANDHELD RADIOS 

ICOM AIR6AND A20 

Find out what thoBe 
other aircraft are up 
to ! The A-20 coverB 
all aircraft band chan
nelB. 16 memory chan
neb. programmable 
Bcan. inBtant emer
gency frequency ac
COOB. clear LCD diB
play with night light. 
The A-20 can alBo 
help you navigate with 
ItB full VOR navigation 
function. 
DISCOUNT PRICE 
fr« carry case & 
AC/DC charger. 
ONLY $659.00 
Poot & InBurance $ 18 

ICOM IC40G 
UHF RADIO 
Ar A GREAr PRICE! 

AUBtralia'B beBt Belling UHF ra
dio. Talk direct or UBe repeater 

BtationB on the cryBta l clear FM band -
a great Bafety back up radio ! LCD diB
play. progammable Bcan & background 
lighting. For pilOtB & crew thiB compact 
(6" tall). powerful (5 wattB) radio iB a 
winner. 12 monthB factory guarantee. 
L1MlrED OFFER. ONLY $550.00 
ICOM headBet with PTf $ 99.00 extra 
POBt & inBurance $15 

ULTRACOM HELMErS 
Individual helmetB & headBetB. radio in
terface cableB. pUBh to talk. etc 
CALL FOR A GREAT PRICE 

AFTER A TRIKE 1! 
We sell the Flash range (all legal) also 

ultralights including the. SkyFox and the 
Drifter. Fly- in and try one! 

YES You can phone or Fax your orderB 
to UB. Bankcard. ViBa. MaBtercard OK. 

PriceB quoted tax exempt. 

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES 
SUNBURY AIRFIELD 
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429 

(03) 744-1305, (03) 439-6083 
FAX (03) 431-1869 
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Around about ••• 
u.s. Nationals Results 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

Tony Barton 
Tomas Suchanek 
Jim Lee 
Randy Haney 
Nelson Howe 
Dave Sharpe 
Bob Baier 
Chris Arai 
Manfred Aumer 
Carl Braden 

Travelling ... 

USA 
Czec 
USA 
USA 
USA 
USA 
Germany 
USA 
Germany 
Australia 

Since the beginning of May Helmut 
Schrodel and team have been travelling 
with our hydraulic platform launch sys
tem through the north of WA, Northern 
Territory and the centre of Australia, and 
making an adventure flying film. It is 
focusing on hang gliding, paragliding, 
triking, chopper mustering, ballooning 
and also conventional aircrafts combined 
with out back travelling. 

Sally Bennison at Ayers Rock after our filming session with 
Mike Rose, hang glider and commercial pilot, who flew llS around 

the Dlgas and Ayers Rock collectingfootage. 

They hope to give details of the trip, ex
tending over four exciting months on the 
road, when they are back in more civilised 
surroundings. See photographs in this 
issue. 

New Products ... 

Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots -
Training Manuals 

Just arrived: a new publication from the 
U.S.H.G.A. for the new student. Cover
ing flight theory, flying skills, weather, 
equipment and lots more. Illustrated with 
over 200 photographs and 'Mac' graphics, 
it is easy and enjoyable with first-hand 
advice from professional instructors. 

Available from your local dealer or Aerial 
Technics. 

Dr Justin Smith of Newcastle, piloting trike & photographing 
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with Sally Bennison filming Helmut Schrodel in XS with tip mounted camera 
filming trike at Jabiru - Kakadu, Northem Territory 

SKYSAILOR 

Stop Press 
Colour transparencies re
quired!! 

Yes! The calendar is going into 
production! We need your 
favourite shots. Send colour 
transparencies with all details 
and return packaging to 
Skysailor, PO Box 401, Alston
ville NSW 2477 

Enquiries to the Editor, 
Skysailor, (066) 280356 

Date: 
Site: 

AccidenfReport .···· 
14.7.9L · 
Beechmont, Qld .. : ::::. 

Conditions: late afternoon, E-SE 10-12 kts, 
no turbulence 

Glider: Foil Combat 152 
Pilot Injury: Nil 
Glider damage: bent LE, frayed side wire, rip 

in sail near tip 

Pilot with 90 hours airtime. Flying velvet 
late, went in to land and overshot cricket 
pitch landing paddock. Collided witll 
toilet block damaging glider and ripping 
guttering off toilet block. Still learning 
glide ange of high performance glider; : 
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by Geoffrey Martin 

The dreaded paddock kept getting bigger 
and bigger as I circled above it. All those 
stories I'd heard about the crazy old 
farmer who hated hang gliders goaded me 
on in a futile search for lift; all the air 
seemed to be going down as if the place 
sucked it in. 

Nestled in a wild valley seamed down the 
middle by a dirt track, it was the only 
landing area for miles. Other pilots had 
had their gliders run over by a tractor, or 
come away with teeth marks from the dog 
said to be as crazy as its owner, and there's 
me, two hundred feet above and nowhere 
else to land. I searched the dilapidated 
old house next to the paddock for any 
signs of life, casting my eye over the rusty 
tin roof and surrounding jungle of Lan
tana with apprehension. All seemed 
quiet, and it was a relief to spot the tractor 
parked with a house between it and the 
paddock. At least I'd have a head start. 

I lined up my approach to land near the 
fence farthest from the house, hoping to 
get my kite over it before the farmer 
showed up, but thanks to a last minute 
patch of sink I ended up about two 
hundred yards short. The nose of the 
glider, then my face, ploughed into the 
dirt in a less-than-perfect landing I at
tributed to nerves. 

After extracting r;========================;] 
myself from the Jindalee 
harness, carefully To Let A delightful secluded two bedroom cottage set in 
avoiding the the mountains ofthe Mid-north Coast 
thistles and cow 
pats, I pulled the II Large living area 
battens from the II Adjacent to State Forest 
glider like a man II 10 minutes to High Adventure Air Park 
possessed. They II 20 minutes to beach 
lay scatted around II 

me, like bones 
close to many excellent sites $200 per week 

$100 per weekend 
glinting in the hot Contact Roly or Erin Sykes 
afternoon sun, as I (065) 565003 or (065) 565200 
stopped to listen 
and look for dogs~===J=in=d=a=le=e=,F=o=r=d=s=R=o=a=d=,=M=o=o=r=la=n=d=N=S=VV=2=4=4=3===~ 
and tractors. possible, dog or no dog. 

The wings were almost ready to be pulled 
in when I made out the faint but unmis
takable sound of barking. For a second I 
stood there, unsure whether to stay and 
protect my beloved glider or run to save 
my cowardly skin, but then I was running 
for the fence, driven on by visions of a 
huge mongrel with dripping jams. That's 
how one pilot had described the dog, but 
when I glanced over my shoulder it was 
just rounding the side of the farm, and 
looked more like an undernourished runt 
incapable of scaring a nervous cat. Still, 
it's better to be safe than sorry, I thought, 
vaulting the fence in a single bound. 

It skidded to a stop on the other side, 
barking its ugly head off. I tried to pacify 
it, murmuring such phrases as, "There's a 
nice doggy," through the fence, but the 
mangy animal only barked louder. Then 
I tried the other way, yelling suddenly at 

The silly animal followed me at a distance, 
growling in a half-hearted way till I bran
dished the stick. Then he stopped growl
ing and just stood there, tail between his 
legs in shame and humiliation at being 
found out a coward. When I reached the 
glider I threw the stick away and gestured 
at him with a whistle, my irritation 
replaced with sympathy. he hesitated for 
a second, sizing me up, then came on, tail 
wagging with happiness at not having to 
be a watchdog anymore. 

I have him a pat and a kind word before 
attending to the task at hand. 

The glider was almost packed up when 
the sound of a tractor roaring to life send 
a shiver down my spine. The dog, who'd 
been hanging around getting in the way, 
ran off, leaving me frantically trying to 
finish the job before I was run down. 

------------------------ it to piss off. It jumped 
backwards with a yelp 
and slunk off a dis
tance to regard me 
with a fearful, resent
ful look in its eyes. 
Hah! I thought. No 
mangy cur of dog's 
going to scare me. I 
picked up a stick and, 
once again, leapt the 
fence, determined to 
get my glider and 
clear out as quickly as 

It came round the house at full speed, a 
monster of vengeance puffing smoke 
from its chimney like the breath of a 
dragon. My initial impulse was to run, but 
I forced it back, determined not to let 
some redneck cocky run over the love of 
my life. I stood my ground, quaking with 
fear as the tractor came on. It fmally 
skidded to a halt about ten feet in front of 
me, and I found myself looking up into the 
angry eyes of its driver. 

Brett Atkinson flying at Blackheath 

October 1991 

They were set in a leathery old face that 
spoke of years working in the sun, and 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~ 

I , II 

:: "01' Eagle Eyes" flight glasses :: 
$105 plain, $145 prescription, $165 Bi-focal :: 

Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames :: 
" Electronic Tow Meters - $185 " 

North Coast Avionics 
Denis Cummings 

PO Box 741 
Byron Bay 2481 

1: Ph (066) 856287 :: 
LL _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.:-_-_-_-_-_-.:-_-_-_-. __ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_~ 
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======,..,...",,============""" kettle while he 
bobbed up and 
down in the tractor 
seat. 

"But please, I really 
did have to land 
here, there's 
nowhere else in the 

1111111111111111111111 valley," I pleaded. 

He seemed amused 
at my explanation. 

"Huh, you honestly 
"" " "1,U(11J'~lV".1.JlJ<;;,I!q expect me to believe 

that? I've seen you 
fellas going up like 

, •. rockets in this very 
.ii«. valley, and you tell 

me you HAD to land 
here? Whadaya 
take me for?" I 
could see it was use
less trying to con
vince him otherwise, 
so I tried a different 
tack. 

"O.K.," I said, slump-

~.~ ••••• ~i~~~~;~~;~i~l~i~f~~ji~;i~ •••••• ~jj . ing my shoulders in what I hoped was a 
Qtlalltit)(I convincing show of 

crowned with a battered Akubra looking 
every bit as old as its owner. There was 
anger there, but also a spark of uncertain-
ty. 

defeat. "I'm sorry, 
but this is such a nice 
place I couldn't 

2812±2i§ill resist dropping in 
for a look." He sized 

me up for a second before turning off the 
tractor, his face split by a hugh toothless 
grin. 

"Go on, I know you only want to hear me 
stories from the Great War. You're the 
first that's come close to admittin' it, and 
I'm touched. The first of you's to land 

here riled me, I'll tell you that. Tryin' to 
feed me the malarky about havin' to land, 
and me, one of the greatest pilots that ever 
lived!" At this point his chest swelled and 
his eyes went misty with remembered 
glory. "Yeah, I showed those Hun a thing 
or two, I did. But ever since that first 
young fella with his fancy little plant 
landed here, too scared by my reputation 
to admit his curiosity, I took you for a 
bunch of cowards not fit to call yourselves 
pilots, and you're the first to prove me 
wrong." 

He jumped down from the tractor, strode 
forward and extended his withered old 
hand. "Flight commander Bill Tuckey. 
Pleased to meet you." I took his hand, 
trying not to gape. 

"Er, my name's Jake. Jake Gregson." 

"Well then Jake me boy," he said, slinging 
an arm round my shoulder. "Come on up 
to the house and I'll tell you how it was. 
You should've seen the time I fought off 
a whole squadron single handed. There I 
was, limping back to base with half a wing 
blown off and an engine leaking oil by the 
bucketfull ... " 

I had no choice but to go along quietly. 

Clancy trotted along next to us, glancing 
up at me now and then with a look of 
commiseration. 

"Get out of the way," he said in a snappy, 
high pitched voice. I was about to state 
my case when that stupid mongrel of a dog 
appeared out of nowhere, barking like 
mad as though he'd never set eyes on me 
before, the sneaky cur. 

Heinz Bobner, take off at Mystic Bowl during Nationals 

"Hold, Clancy," yelled the farmer in an 
imperious tone meant to make me 
relieved at having been saved from certain 
death. Clancy barked once more for good 
measure before sitting down to a good 
scratch. 

"Look, I'm really sorry for landing in your 
paddock," I began, but he cut me off with 
an impatient gesture. 

"Don't you try giving me any excuses 
about having to land here cause you had 
to. I've heard em before, and I don't 
wanna hear 'em again." 

"But-" 

"No you don't. Just get out of the way or 
I'll run you down." He was getting worked 
up, his voice rising like the whistle of a 
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The professional flight guide you've waited for! 

• Learn to fly with the world's finest hang gliding manual 
• Up-to-the-minute flight techniques 
• Complete - from your first flight to soaring 
• As The Pro Flies pages- first-hand tips from the experts 
• Easy-to-understand theory sections 
• How to choose your own equipment 
• Glossary of hang gliding terms 
• Clear, simple, attractive 
• More than 160 illustrations and photos 
• Over 260 pages 
• Matching workbook speeds learning 

. ~ .... ~ ....... 
• Unparalleled quality ~~ .. =:i.s= 

. i 

==~==!S==' Available for $39.95 from 
I your LOCAL DEALER 
I AERIAL TECHNICS PO Box 180 

Helensburgh NSW Australia. 2508. Phone (042) 942 545 
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State and Club News 
New South Wales 

lIIawarra Hang Gliding Club 
Inc 

Our September meeting (at Shellharbour 
surf club) kicked off at 8.00pm with a 
fairly decent roll up of club members. 
(The promise of supper is always a sure 
lure! Thanks to the biscuit baker, they 
were scrumptious!). 

The lopping of trees at Tongarra T.O. was 
discussed, the question arising as to who's 
property the T.O. is actually on. Harry 
was nominated to liaise with the Lee's 
family on the matter. 

We're still waiting for George to put the 
sign up at Tongarra. Come on George! 

Lindy put together a media release for the 
Illawarra Hang Gliding Competition and 
this was read out by Harry. Congratula
tions to Graham being the only one who 
sent the protest letter to c.A.A. We don't 
want to lose our representation so don't 
forget your bit. 

Geoff, Tod and Martin have volunteered 
to be the first pupils of our assistant 
deputy director of training in the basics 
(Tom). Have fun fellows! 

Last business of the night was Harry's 
rash decision to resign after 7 years as 
President. Nominations for the position 

were Bruce, Fred, Brad, Jarn and Tom. 
Tom accepted and was accepted. Con
gratulations and good luck Tom. Jarn 
consoled himself with being Treasurer or 
was it relief? 

No few words could thank Harry enough 
for the unselfish dedication he has given 
to our club. Thank you Harry from all of 
us. 

Happy flying everyone, 
L+B+K 

Lower Blue Mountains Hang 
Gliding Club 

Our last meeting took place on Tuesday 
27 August at our usual venue, the 
Prospect Hotel and was well attended. 
We even arranged to get through the 
other half of the video which was first 
screened last month. 

Progress on modification to our newly 
acquired winch is going well. We have 
even secured the use of a suitable pad
dock in the Lithgow area for towing 
operations and we should be ready to 
start towing in about a month. Watch this 
space. 

We are working on the opening of a new 
site and to this end have submitted a 
development application to the Blue 
Mountains City Council, to allow us to 

Worlds, Brazil with clouds lower than takeoff away from hill 
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clear the takeoff. We have secured use of 
a landing paddock and everything looks 
go, go, go. Exact details will be released 
once the site is operational. 

Blackheath has been living up to it's usual 
reputation by either being blown out or 
dead calm but eventually some good ther
mailing conditions have prevailed on the 
calm days. Also Stanwell put on a fairly 
rare winter showing over the weekend of 
17-18 August and some of our members, 
including myself, flew there. 

If you are a western suburbs pilot, come 
and join the club for your area. See you at 
our meetings every last Tuesday of the 
month at the Prospect Hotel, Great 
Western Highway, Prospect, commenc
ing at 7.30pm. 

David Middleton 

Mid Nort Coast 
HANG GLIDING 

Assn. 

Mid North Coast Club 

We held our Annual General Meeting on 
3rd August 1991 with a new committee 
installed comprising President, once 
again, Craig Worth, Vice President: Steve 
Bailey, Secretary: Grant Armstrong, 
Treasurer: John Ritchie, Safety Co-or
dinator: Ben Leonard and Safety Of
ficers: Joe Scott, Bob Barnes, Bob Cox 
and Jim Parsons. 

Thanks to all those who rolled up for the 
meeting. I trust your new committee will 
continue to steer the club and flying in our 
area in the right direction. 

For the information of visitors to our area, 
the Middle Brother ramp is unusable at 
the moment. Telecom are doing extensive 
work to the tower and we expect the ramp 
to be out of use until early next year. 

We were in grave danger oflosing the site 
altogether. However, we are currently 
negotiating with the Government for a 
formal lease over the area we need. 

The club has a number of days set aside 
for official flying. 

9 November 1991: a towing day at 
Gloucester airstrip. 
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Mid-December: a flyin at Gaps Beach. 
This is a good NE site at South West 
Rocks. On the right day it can offer a very 
interesting fly out over the ocean to an 
area of lift near the old gaol. 

CAUTION 
Our area is attracting quite a number of 
visitors whom we welcome. However, our 
landowners below Middle Brother, Vin
cents, the SW launch and Little Nellie 
Mountain are quite sensitive and some 
are hostile. Do come and fly these sites 
but please make yourself aware of the 
landing zones and no-go areas. The flyer 
most readily available for advice is Lee 
Scott on 065 565265. 

Our club decided at its Annual General 
Meeting to investigate the possibility of 
leasing land due west; possibly towards 
Gunnedah to develop a permanent 
towing venue for its members within easy 
access of our region. 

Flying has been very good of late with 
some good flights by Jim Parsons and 
Roly Sykes flying to Wauchope from Lit
tle Nellie Mountain. 

Craig Worth has given Cooplacurripa a 
good shake with two consecutive flights 
from Coopla to Kendall. These flights 
have been over some difficult territory 
and probably constitute a record in that 
direction. Not bad flying for an old 
gentleman of the air. 

Victoria 
First, some serious pen to push new 
V.H.G.A committee recently elected at 
the AG.M. is as follows: 

Robin Gauld 
John Twomey 
Mark Pike 
WesHili 
R. Van Der Klooster 
Alison Drysdale 
Rohan Holtkamp 

President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Comp Director 
Safety Director 
Paraglider Rep 
Site Development 

Congratulations on your new appoint
ments and thank you to all outgoing office 
bearers for a job well done. I sometimes 
wonder where we would be without all the 
time, energy and effort these voluntary 
office bearers pump into our sport. The 
V.H.G.A has also asked me to let you 
know that one of the agenda items that 
they are taking to the H.G.F.A conven
tion is the conversion of ratings exams to 
multiple choice. Also a recommendation 
that all hang gliding clubs be incorporated 
to contain the scope of potential liability 
of their members. 

Anyhow punters, definitely time for you 
to bring that glider out of hibt.:rnation. 
Dust off the mould, cobwebs, check it out 
and fly, fly, fly. Like many pilots h.aYk 
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been doing for some months now. Yes, on 
the 18th of August at least 6 pilots flew for 
over 21/2 hours in ridge, thermal, "every
thing" lift - everything going up that is, 
beautiful day. A day, had it happened in 
the middle of summer, where the site 
would have been crowded if the condi
tions were half as good. 

Good flying also at numerous sites around 
Victoria on 25th August, 31st August, 8th 
September etc, and these are "weekend 
flights". Great conditions mid week have 
also existed. The point I'm trying to make 
is "forget ski-ing" it's flyable - unprogram 
the brain that winter/spring is "bad flying 
weather" - CODSWOIJ.oP. Also good 
flights around coastal areas; Spion, 
Johanna, Cape Liptrap, Craigie Rd etc. 

While on the subject of Craigie Rd, an 
incident occurred recently where a 
couple of very experienced pilots were 
caught out - they took off - the wind was 
coming straight on. The wind then swung 
90° off and the two pilots almost failed to 
make it to a safe landing area. A lesson 
for us all to watch those wind lines, espe
cially at some of our lower sites, with bot
tom landing areas quite a distance from 
takeoff. 

Also a concern at the moment - unfman
cial pilots. Remember no card/sticker -
no fly. Membership is required BY 
LAW. 

Anyhow members if you wanna run cool, 
you gotta run on heavy heavy fuel. So 
come along to those meetings, get in
volved ie; Eastern, Southern, Skyhigh, 
North-eastern, Ballarat, etc. Bring 
video's to Southern - dirty only, get in
volved, get high, get happy. 
Gotta fly, 
Dobbo 

Skyhigh Paragliding Inc. 

~~ ~ 
PARAGLIDING 

MELBOURNE 

From the 20th of May ACPUL have 
. changed their method of classifying 
paragliders. The old system of Class 1, 2 
or 3 will no longer apply. From now on 
paragliders will be put through 12 stand
ard performance tests and depending 
upon how they behave they will be 
awarded an A, B or C rating for each test, 
or fail. This means that when you pur
chase a glider with ACPUL certification, 
you will know how it performed on each 
test manoeuvre. There are two certifica
tions with world wide recognition, one is 
ACPYL which is based on the French 
system of which the Swiss are part and 
which Britain recognises. The other is the 
German Gutesiegel. Gutesiegel testing is 
different and has Grades 1, 1/2,2,213 and 
3. These grades are wholly awarded by the 
test pilot. 

You can read about this in more detail in 
our next newsletter. 

The new club electronic mail box is now 
in operation. This gives the members the 
opportunity to phone the service and 
either leave flying information and mes
sages or just listen. It's a pretty narly sys
tem that works like a very smart computer 
controlled answering machine. Members 
should make use of this system. We think 

Above Rex's Lookout, FN Qld -photo Stephen Brown 
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State and Club News cont ... over the years and am delighted that we 
have been able to fmalise this formality. 

it is the best club communication network 
operated by any club in Australia. We 
acknowledge the help of Call Processing 
Systems for setting this system up. 

From now until Christmas there are 
regular club BBOs and flyins - particular
ly to Mt Cole. So don't miss them! 

See you in the air, keep it up, Robin Gauld 

Western Australia 

Howdy Sandgropers. First up I'd like to 
remind everyone of the up and coming 
events. Our state championships are to be 
held from Saturday 22 February to Mon
day 2 March in the Dalwallinu area. That 
comp should draw a lot of starters to try 
to wrestle the title from Rob Berndez. 

The Dalwallinu Hotel is once again 
providing some of the sponsorship for the 
event. 

Closer to the time of issue of this month's 
Skysailor is the annual Kulin Flyin at Rex 
Noble's farm. Those of you who have been 
there in the past won't need to be con
vinced of the fun in that event and this 
year it co-incides with Rex's 50th 
birthday. Finally the weekend in Novem
ber is a flyin at Meckering and that's all I 
have. 

On another subject, Android the 
Humphrie has just returned from the 
Adelaide conference with reports that are 
very positive. Among the W A specillc 
business was the acceptance of George 
and Marge Bignalls' life membership on 
an Australia wide basis, joining the likes 
of Bill Moyes in that well deserved select 
group. George and Marge were awarded 
life membership some time ago in WA for 
their contribution to furthering and en
couraging our sport over a period that is 
longer than most of us have been around. 
I am among the many pilots who have 
benefited from their advice and guidance 

Moving on to flying news from reports at 
the last meeting and we find our first con
tender for longest flight of the year. Bruce 
Dainton coaxed his Egg Beater on a 73 km 
flight from Meckering to Doodlakine, 
reaching 4,500 ft on the way. For that he 
won the Eagle Award but since he already 
has one, I pinched it in a fit of jealousy 
since I haven't got outside the bloody pad
dock yet. 

Also on that weekend, Mark McCumber 
flew 40 km to Tammin but frozen fingers 
forced him to cut that flight short. Sort of 
highlights the old story of dressing for the 
conditions in flight despite how warm it is 
on the ground. On the coastal scene, 
Graham Macdonald had a good fly at 
Pipadinny the other day and Mosman 
council has approved their site for hang 
gliding and parapenting. 

On another association note, I am still 
waiting for about three more people to 
pay their radio licences and then the 
books will balance. That's all then for this 
month so as the weather picks up, hang in 
there. 
Keith Lush 

GARRY STEVENSON 

34 Cambra Road, Belmont,GEELONG, Vic. 
Ph 018 351 389, AH/Fax 052 432185 

Onshore Paragliders are pleased to announce a range of fully 
certified paragliders for 1991. 

Manufactured by Paracond Corporation and currently being sold in Europe, The U.S.A., 
and Japan. The prime concern is safety first and perfo ance second. All paragliders have 

passed the certillcation standards of Gutesiegel (Germ. 't.), PI (Jap.) or Acfpuls(Fr.). 

For the complete beginner. Easy to launch and fly. MOde~. ~. ~ ~ et and Duck models are a 
good point to start. More than 2500 sold over the last 3 ye ,_ ~ Ie . g canopy. Priced from 
$1790-2040. 

For the be 'nner/intermed' '. t a launch and fly and Duck but with a glide ratia...~.FD/Jaguar 
is fo u to y and continue with performance t<~_s:t.~t~WOt's. 4800 sold 
over . ' aD . r d priced from $2245-2395. ~~~~ 

For inter diate I a paraglider to S~it all nd~h~c canopy has exceptional wind penetration 
and stabili g gusty conditt . Whether ridg '-~g, the Psychic is a very versatile paraglider. 1000 
sold since 1989. Priced from $249~,~75~~~~, 

Stop Press!!! Nt~~S~ ~~te pilots, a brand new design this year. Exceptionally safe and stable with good 
performance. Th~<VI»~~~ee sizes: 22 to 27 sq metres. From $2690. 

For the ultimate in 'performance the Malibu has few peers. A glide ratio of 6.1:1 on the Malibu 21 ensures lift on the lightest 
breeze. It can be ndge soared on as little as 5-8 knts! Accelerator system allows good penetration in stronger winds. An 
~xceptional thermalling paraglider the Malibu is for the pilot who demands the best possible performance without sacrillcing 
~afety from the latest designs. Available only since last year, 450 Malibu's have been sold already. Priced from $2925-$3045. 
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Also available, Tandem and Competition Models 
Demonstration model Pshyic including harness and rucksack $1990 
Demonstration model canopies available up to $1000 off new price. 
A Recreational Paragliding Licence Is Required For Any Purchase 
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NORTHERN BEACHES NEWS . 
• • • 

6111' 1 

A little northern beaches nirvana. 
It's BIG! It's BAD! And it's 
BEAUTIFUL! WHAT IS IT??? Why no 
other than the return of our 
beloved seabreeze! Spring heralds 
the blossoming of the flowers, the 
explosion of hormones and the 
return of flying on the coast. 

How sweet it is to return to 
floating above Newport, parlaying 
over Palm Beach, bouncing around 
Bilgola and lunging off Long Reef. 

So, as the flying once again takes 
off, we must keep in mind several 
factors: 

1. Check the glider for 
wear and/or corrosion 
winter layoff. 

signs of 
over the 

2. Remember, when out to fly, the 
reflexes and co-ordination may not 
quite be what they were at the end 
of last season - fly within your 
limi ts until you get "back into the 
groove" before exploring your 
potential. 

3. Don't forget to RUN into those 
take-offs, regardless of wind 
strength .... SPEED IS SAFETY! 

4. MAKE SURE YOU ARE FINANCIAL! ! ! 
Non HGFA members will NOT be 
permitted to fly our sites - join 
the team and the team will support 
YOU 
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Whilst harping on HGFA membership, 
I feel it is timely someone 
supported the Association in the 
face of criticism recently levelled 
at it. 

The HGFA exists to assist us. It 
is an entity (call it a hierarchy, 
a beuracracy, red tape, or what 
other tag you wish to place on it) 
that lives and breathes so you and 
I can fly. A necessary evil, maybe 
it is but without it, the 
privileges and freedoms we all 
enjoy Vlould not exist. 

It is disconcerting that many of 
the knockers rest on the argument 
of "inflated" membership fees. My 
response can only be: 

1. Join some other sporting 
association and see how far $125.00 
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gets you (magazine and manuals 
included?) 

2. How much spare time do you have? 
Do you go out and fly, go to the 
pub, find a woman, or hassle around 
with the endless red tape 
associated with keeping us up 
there? 

3. When hassles arise, people need 
to be spoken to, situations need 
handling, are you available? 

As President of the Northern 
Beaches Club, I can appreciate what 
free time it has taken to handle 
"official" hassles, work on up and 
coming programmes for club meetings 
and produce this newsletter and 
that's our local front only!!! I, 
for one, think the HGFA does a 
grand job for the funding available 
and that Ian Jarman does (as his 
predecessor, Steve Hocking, did 
before him) a sterling job, well 
above and beyond the call of duty. 

For those of our financial club 
members that are experiencing 
genuine economic hardship, the club 
voted (with only one dissent) at 
our July meeting, that the club 
will assist with the payment of 
HGFA fees. An aplication (in 
confidence) may be made to the club 
executive for such assistance. 
Whilst we consider HGFA membership 
mandatory, we dont't believe a 
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genuine financial crisis should 
keep one of our members on the 
ground but remember - only 
current financial Northern Beaches 
Club Members may take part in this 
assistance. 

Whilst on the club members - it is 
my pleasure to extend the warmest 
and best wishes to that master of 
suppine flight on his 69th birthday 
- HAPPY BIR'DIIlAY HARVEY! Most of 
us know this great local character 
whose will and sheer determination 
has kept him flying at an age where 
I will be happy if I can still 
walk! 

Whilst extending good tidings -
news has leaked down from the far 
reaches of Pleasant Heads that our 
Mechanised Madman of the 
Stratosphere "Engine Joe" Scott has 
tied the knot!!! (Yeah, I'm still 
having trouble coming to terms with 
that bit of gossip) - Good Luck Joe 
and may you be blessed with many 
children. 

On the home front, the club is 
growing at a healthy rate - our 
club now outnumbers South 
Australia & Northern Territory 
combined. The new venue, JADES 
BISTRO in the Dee Why Hotel has 
proved a great success. Please 
note that the Hotel is now offering 
meals, at reasonable prices to us 
exclusively on meeting nights -
please take advantage of this 
service as a show of support for 
the Hotel that provides the venue 
to us free of charge. 

• • • 

The last meeting saw Chris South 
give a lecture on Top Landing 
technique. Chris has kindly 
offered to shO\y pilots the ins and 
outs of Top Landing at the sites. 

Forrest Pork of Air Support gave us 
a presentation on harnesses - their 
construction and features. A wide 
variety of harnesses were hung up 
on, display and members had a ball 
trying out and hanging in the 
various ones available. 

Carl Braden also gave us a few 
words about the Enterprise Wings 
harness. Carl will be back for the 
November meeting to give a lecture 
on Cross Country flight - so if 
circles are your cup of tea, come 
along. 

Well, that about wraps up another 
episode folks. See you at the next 
meeting (if not on the hill) - 1st 
Tuesday of the month, Dee Why 
Hotel, Pittwater Road, Dee 
all welcome. 

In the meantime 
Fly high and keep 

President 

Flying in Hawaii by Skysailor's roving reporter Graeme Hall 

After spending two weeks in the 
Hawaiian Islands I will pass on all the 
hang gliding information that I've dis
covered. 

On Oahu, which is the main island where 
Honolulu is situated, there is a hang glid
ing school listed in the yellow pages. They 
mainly teach but I believe they may hire 
gliders as well. Although the local rumour 
was that they were being sued and were in 
danger of closing down due to the death 
of a paraglider pilot, I'll describe the site. 

It is a coastal site directly behind the 
marine park on the eastern tip of the is
land. The marine park is Sea Life Park 
and is accessible by public bus. The take
off itself is about 300-400 ft high and about 
200-300 metres long. The main island for 
flying is Maui. 

Maui has an extinct volcano which is 
10,023 feet high called Haleakala, or, as 
the locals call it, the Crater Run. It has two 
main take-off points; the Six Mile Marker 
and the Crater itself. Take off from the 
Crater is 10,000 feet above sea level and 
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more than likely one of the highest coastal 
sites in the world. Don't take this site 
lightly. The whole island is full of wind 
shears and clouds form in minutes. Trade 
winds are from the east so you do fly lee 
side, although on launch you can choose 
to take off from either the east or the 
north-west side of the crater, depending 
on wind strength. There is no ramp, just 
very steep gravel tracks. Landing pad
docks consist of golf courses, tight 
beaches and a football field, all of which 
must be checked out before flying this 
site, and while you're there, look at the 
lava fields as well. These are not a place 
to land at all, although they are very 
deceiving from the air. 

You must also join the Hawaiian HGA at 
a cost of US$lO. All sites are rated. The 
one problem with the flying on Maui is the 
only person who hires gliders, does not 
like tourists at all. He charges US$50 rent 
of a glider and $30 for guide fees. I will not 
go on about this very rude man but he was 
enough to put me off flying for the rest of 
my life. So if you are keen to fly this site, 
bring a glider from home. 
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I did a day's work for another local pilot 
for the use of his spare kite, although I 
never flew due to white-out conditions 
every morning for a week, and severe 
winds on top. The best time for take off if 
you want a sled run is 6am, although you 
won't get the locals up before 8am. 

There is some thermals to be had on the 
6 mile take off, so I was told and the 
landing paddock is 3500 feet lower than 
T.O. A good site to know for when the 
clouds come. The fmal site is right on the 
coast at Waihee but local pilots only. 
There has been accidents resulting in one 
case of quadriplegia and one paraglider 
pilot death, so take care and do speak to 
~he locals. 

Although most of the sites in Hawaii are 
coastal, I think the crater on Maui is worth 
conquering if you have a free stop over on 
the way to the US. I know Damien and 
Steve the coastal kings would love it. 

Graeme Hall, 44883 
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Found! Helmet & vario found at Sun
nyside Victoria contact Dominic on (03) 
5448133 ex 288, or (052) 521281 

Stolen! Still missing from Byron Bay 
Gyro 160 blue LE yellow TE rainbow in 
between, all pilots please look out for this 
glider phone Shirley (066) 857147 W, 
858147H 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
PA Bullet parachute 32ft (for trike) $650 ph 
(065) 505789 Fri & Sat after 7pm 

XS 155 (Adv) 6mths old tip levers kingpost hang 
pink scrim LE white power rib TS pink & black 
US $3000 ono ph Greg (066) 847328 or message 
(076) 300404 

Toy reduction salel!! Foil 155 (Int) white LE red 
& black US flies well bargain at $300 must sell 
also 
Moyes 151 WB (Int) blue LE turquoise US pink 
diamond ultraweave & contender sail cloth spare 
upright flies exceptionally well v gd cond $1800 
ph Hayden (066) 884148 

Mission 170 (Nov) gd cond red LE white US & 
TE $1800 ph Ian (02) 9189962 AH 

Moyes WB (Int) v gd cond dk blue LE It blue TS 
orange/green & white US handles well Craig 
Worth (065) 592713 

Foil 160B Racer (lnt) fluoro orange mylar LE 
black & fluoro orange US aerofoil uprights & 
kingpost $1500 ono also 
Foil 152 Combat (Adv) fluoro orange mylar LE 
black & fluoro orange US sleeved LE's can be 
removed $2500 ph Len (068) 537220 

Foil 152 Combat (Adv) fluoro pink LE grey & 
pink US narrow A-frame version $2400 also 
Pod-lite Harness suitable for competition XC or 
recreation flying tow loops pink with angled flat 
fluro yellow boot packs up small back pack size 
suit 5'4"-5'6" also 
Ruddock LR2 vario-altimeter QNH QFE total 
energy temp compensated digital altimeter etc 
ph Jen (068) 537220 

AirBorne Trike Buzzard 532 Arrow II with chute 
trailer & tow system 65 hrs v gd cond $10500 ph 
Chris (049) 631840 
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Foil 150B Race Cutaway to 148 (Int) comp 
sleeves & shims turquoise blue & orange kevlar 
TE fair cond $1200 ono also 
Good first glider or ladies glider Sabre 155 (Int) 
It & easy to handle on the ground & in the air gd 
cond $600 ono ph (049) 385102 

Pegasus Q Trike fully 95.32 certified & 
registered Rotax 462 with after muffler & air 
intake silencer, pod, 47 It tank, ASI hourmeter 
altimeter water temp air temp RPM 
regulator/rectifier & battery, 190 hrs TT incl cus

Wanted 210 GTR gd cond ph Dave Julian (065) 
654333 

GTR 162 (Int) yellow red & white US red & white 
TS flys great, well looked after wing. Must sell. 
$1200 ph Dave (065) 855148 

Trike AirBorne Buzzard 532 with Arrow II wing 
and pod low hrs $7500 ph Bob (02) 6821820 

150B Foil Racer (Int) fluro yellow & white gd 
cond $2000 ph Warren (02) 9731961 

Air Borne XC Sting beginner to intermediate; 
features gold trimming, white MS blue grey US 
faired rubber backed uprights, speed bar, VB & 
10 min set up paid $3500 will sell for $3000 only 
30 hrs top cond + spare upright also 
harness $350 ph Brett (066) 868939 

Probe (( 165 (Int) red LE rainbow US white TS 
fair cond bargain at $600 ono also 
Cocoon harness suit 5'10"-6' gd cond $100 ph 
Dave 867557 

Radios 2 x Icom 1C40 $400 ea; 1 x Icom BC36 
Fast Charger $100; 2 x Uniden UHF $300 ea ph 
Rick at AirBorne (049) 499199 

Sjostrom 2 yrs old unmarked now flying 
paraglider $550 ph Tim (046) 557908 

Magic IV (Int) with VG ex cond 3-4 yrs old gd XC 
$1000 no offers ph Jeff (042) 961605 

AirBorne Trike Arrow II wing 440 Robin white 
pod big wheels recent rebuild of motor base & 
wing incl custom trailer $5000 ph Greg (049) 
499199 

GTR 162 (Int) genuine near immac blue LE & 
white speed bar VG faired king post wire luff lines 
(coated) new hardware $1500 also 

tom built trailer & all log books, 
$14000 ph (069) 626364 BH or 
(069) 544102 AH 

GTR WB (Int) fluro pink LE fluro 
green warp TS Danny Scot deep 
a-frame special fully serviced 
$1700 ono also 

Brian Webb gives a smile before taking off in his 
powered paraglider at Tumut 

GTR WB (Int) grey LE orange 
US white warp TS v low hrs ex 
cond fully checked $1800 ono 
ph Neil (066) 857854 

Moyes GTR 162 (Int) It blue LE 
& US white MS faired king post 
& uprights, speed bar batten 
profile $1000 ono ph Brad (049) 
497304 

GTR 162 WB (Int) red LE white 
ultraweave MS ex cond ideal 
glider for pilot wishing to step up 
to a high performance glider 
without spending a fortune, pre
viously flown by Steve Moyes 
$2200 Warren Burgess (065) 
565011 

Probe 165 (lnt) less than 10 hrs 
total airtime since new ex cond 
give away price $800 ph (063) 
321322 

Bargalnl 2 cheap but functional 
gliders for sale . Probe I (lnt) 
blue LE, white sail $300, Sabre 
177 (lnt) gd frame & fair sail , no 
tears etc $400 both stored under 
cover & have had v little recent 
airtime ph Colin (02) 6657436 

Wanted! 160 Gyro or Mars 150 
for lady pilot Sydney area ph 
(042) 942212 AH 
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Moyes XS Easy 165 (Int) proto Int. near new 
price on enquiry also 
PA Chute as new yr choice of deployment bag 
& fresh repack $300 also 
Undsay Ruddock varlo $200 also 
Air Support "Wedgy" harness suit 5'3"-5'5" 
(160-163cm) pink mauve $375 also 

/ 
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Cocoon harness suit 5'9"-6', 176-183cm) 
hardly used $80 also 
Helmet $20 also 
Paragllders - Edel Aero Corniche, high perf 
with harness & rucksack, genuine 1 hr air
time, being sold cheap for financial reasons 
- price on enquiry also 
Probe 165 (Int) airframe & sail airworthy bat
tens need work will consider any offer ask for 
Forrest on (02) 4502674 BH 9972238 AH 

Gyro 160 (Nov) blue & crimson + Moyes 
pod harness (med) + helmet (med) ex cond 
the lot $1550 one ph (043) 823123 

Mission 170 (Nov) orange LE yellow US 
white MS v gd cond $1800 ph Paul (02) 
5211830 AH 

Foil 160B Cutaway Racer (Int) white blue & 
orange affordable high perf $1800 ono ph Paul 
(02) 5217931 

Magic Kiss 154 (Int) $1700 ph (02) 9974423 

Altair 145 (Int) unique double-surface inter
mediate glider white MS red white & gold US 
recently overhauled bargain for smaller pilot 
$900 ph Jo (042) 942305 

XS 155 (Adv) near new white MS white US hot 
pink LE and top panel this special XS has an all 
ultraweave cloth with a Mylar LE & will out last all 
other equivalent XS's with other types of cloth 
test fly it for yourself don't miss this great deal 
$3200 ph Derrick (042) 942305 H 9573025 W 
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GTR 162 (Int) blue LE yellow TS white US v gd 
cond no flutters whatsoever $1050 ph (043) 
329374 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
GTR 162 VG (Int) white LE TS red US WB profile 
speedbar downtubes & kingpost faired low hrs 

no tears exceptional cond for 

\ 
this type of glider incl manual 
batten profile & full set of pack 
up padding mellow high perf 
glider priced to sell $900 ono 
also 
Falred downtube for GTR $70 
also 
Cocoon harness suit approx 6' 
v gd cond $60 also 
Base, lead (3.5 m) & plug for 
UHF car radio aerial $8 also 
Touch tone coder for remote ac
cess to answering machines $30 
ph Max Browne (08) 2350505 H 
3484433 W 

2 x Pltchles $10 & $15 also 
Bill Bass HG sunnies with case 
$45 also 
Map holder $2 also 
Towing bridle $5 also 
2 x PA parachutes $300 ea also 
Apron harness full length $40 
also 
2 x Icom UHF hand held radios 
with speaker mike vehicle power 
paks chargers & other acces
sories $495 ea also 
GTR Race near new $1300 also 
Meteor 170 gd cond $600 also 
Instrument pak $290 also 
Balloon drop equipment $90 
also 
stunt kite brand new cost $395 
sell $250 ph Chris (08) 3220813 

Gyro II (Nov) ex cond v low hrs 

batten profile & hand book red & white $1250 
ono ph Col (088) 273218 

Magic Kiss (Int) v gd cond 1st class quality & 
perf $2990 ono also 
Borgelt flight deck a true gliding instrument 
altimeter rate of climb vario averager netto 
variometer & ASI main & reserve batteries 
rechargable $600 also 
Ball wrist varlo ideal for paraglider pilots $250 
also 
Parachutes 1 x PA as new $350 1 x American 
Odessey older $200 ph Dermot (08) 3403217 AH 

Air Borne Sting 166 (Int) dk blue LE fluro yellow 
US flies great looked after well 20 hrs $2500 ph 
Peter (08) 2550490 

QUEENSLAND 

SKYSAILOR 

Probe (Int) pink & blue v gd cond $500 also 
Ball varlo with faired housing $250 ph (079) 
396365 

New stirrup harness still at factory, made extra 
strong. I have used same make harness for the 
last 12 yrs ph John (076) 332645 AH 332645 

World Beater GTR 162 (lnt) red white blue & 
gold with spare upright, black with gold stripe 
Van Raalte pod, Litek vario & altimeter upright 
mounted all in ex cond all inclusive price $2250 
also 
Mission 170 (Nov) red white blue & gold fully 
faired Matching blue/gold Van Raalte pod Litek 
vario & altimeter b/bar mounted parachute 
repacked All in gd cond all inclusive price $2650 
ph Mike (075) 436219 

151 GTR Race (Int) goes well gets up there suit 
50 to 70 kg person $600 ph 018772887 

CT 170 (Nov) hardly used white with red LE & 
keel pocket harness & helmet to suit medium 
build $1400 ph (07) 3455163 AH 

Mars 170 (Nov) gd buy gd cond $800 ono ph 
(075) 982339 

XS 142 (Adv) fluro yellow scrim LE white power 
rib MS fluro orange US with fins $3000 also 
Mars 150 (Nov) $1700 also 
Mars 170 (Nov) $800 also 
Mars 170 (Nov) $600 the lot $4700 ph Alan (074) 
863166 

Wills Wing HPII Race (Int) trilam LE white MS 
exc cond plenty of spares & comprehensive 
manual $1350 ono ph (07) 8012262 

Mission 170 (Nov) near new 5 hrs bought 1 yr 
ago & never used $2600 ph Dave Lamont (079) 
461157 

Ethel's Combat 152 (Adv) 12 mths old $3200 
has not been flown since 7th June due to pilot 
injury (not caused by this glider) ; the Combat 
has low hrs & is in great cond (has never been 

pranged) ph H (077) 
733580, there most 
of the time or leave 
message on 
answering machine 
- Graeme Etherton 

GTR 162 Race (Int) 
Black LE red US 
white TE fully 
aerofoiled $1350 
one ph Steve (071) 
611654 

VICTORIA 
Edge 582 dual igni
tion AirBorne trike 
only 10 hrs ex cond 

save 1000's comes with cover & trailer also 
XACT harness brand new ph (03) 8820647 

Black Magic 27 ex cond with new Paradise 
harness $2200 also 
Mars 170 (Nov) v gd cond $1000 red & white ph 
Tony (057) 623292 

Aero 170 (Nov) white LE & MS yellow US $1900 
ono gd cond also 
Mission 170 (Nov) red LE white MS red US ex 
cond $2000 ono also 
Pegasus Q Powered hang glider fully certified 
dual seat fluro pink LE white MS fluro pink & 
purple US ex cond $12000 also 
Zephlr 165 (Int) bowsprit glider ex cond red LE 
white MS rainbow US heaps of spares Moyes 
Swiss tubing suit someone thinking of buying 
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GTR 162 (Int) red LE dk blue MS & TE rainbow 
US ex cond one owner from new $900 ono ph Ed 
(03) 7874133 BH or 7874574 AH 

Mission (Nov) white TS aqua LE It blue US 
approx 25 hrs gd cond speedbar $2200 neg ph 
Justin 7628483 

Alien 22 (Nov) fast canopy from custom sail in 
France developed for stability in turbulence a gd 
combination of performance and safety glide 
around 5.6: 1 suits pilot 60-80kg one careful lady 
owner $2200 leave message for Ruth (03) 
8576036AH 

Saphlr 100 (Adv) top of the range lTV canopy 
glide 1 :6.8 to suit pilot 60-80kg new price $4500 
only a few hrs airborne; in perf cond incl weight 
shift harness $2750 leave message for Robin 
(03) 8576036 AH 

ACT 
Foil 155 (Int) gd cond speed bar & foiled 
king post white with rainbow US & gold LE $490 
ph Garth (06) 2477526 

XS 155 (Adv) ex cond pink scrim LE It blue US 
white warp MS king post hang 19 hrs airtime only 
I! $2850 also 

Island off Port Lin~oln -p. John Mills 

Moyes Meteor 150 (Nov) yellow & red 11 hrs 
airtime ex cond $500 suit lighter pilot ph Brett 
Freebody (06) 2368224 AH 2957434 W 

Foil B160 Racer or World Beater will swap with 
cash adjustment if necessary 1 st one to see & 
test fly will buy $1400 will freight anywhere in 
Australia ph Steve Ruffels (057) 551724 

Foil 152 Combat (Int) grey Le green US as new 
$3500 Sjostrom vario/alt as new $500 also 
Moyes pod harness with chute gd cond $500 
ph (057) 751365 (can deliver interstate) 

Beginner Package Deal!! Altair 145 (Nov) only 
4 hrs flying time) ex cond with training wheels 
batten profile & extra upright tubing also High 
Energy parachute never used , Moyes pod har
ness all ex cond $1800 the lot ph Kathy (052) 
739209 

Mars 190 (Nov) gd beginners glider flies well 
$750 ono (03) 7074179 

Pegasus Q 2 seater trike certified 95.32 
registered fully imported, 160 hrs Rotax 462 
watercooled motor red in colour fully instru
mented, the one on the cover of Skysports 
Magazine edition no. 10, trailer also available 
must sell $12000 ph Steve 018322388 or (03) 
8983919 

XS 155 (Adv) It blue US 1 pink US2white LE king 
post hang short kingpost less than 40 hrs airtime 
tight sail $2700 also 
2 x GTR 175 (Int) 1 in gd cond (the other flutters) 
but you can have both for $700 also 
GTR 162 (Int) no frills $400 also 
GTR 162 WB (lnt) blue US white LE mint cond 
hardly flown less than 6 hrs $2000 also 
Moyes Pod Harness $250 ph Russell Dobson 
(03) 5445658 or 018 318895 

Gyro 11160 (Nov) near new cond ideal first glider 
for lady pilot pretty colours $1400 (059) 646055 
Fiona or Harry 

Foil 150B Racer (Int) vgc never had a bent tube 
$2000 ph (051) 346651 

Foil 170B Racer (Int) red LE grey US ex cond 
$2800 ph Mark (03) 4365732 AH 
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
GTR 162 Race (Int) 31

/2 yrs old green Le green 
& orange US spare downtube $1500 ph John 
(03) 8744346 AH 

Foil 152C (Int) 11 mths old white MS blue/fluoro 
yellow US extra intermed batten competition 
LE's gd cond $3000 ph Alan (03) 3372226 H 
8602083 

Moyes WB 162 (Int) red dacron LE orange & 
yellow US white ultraweave MS & kevlar TE band 
low hrs gd cond $2100 also 
Mars 170 (Nov) blue LE + plus pink & apricot 
sail no flutters gd cond $950 ph Gary (099) 
217342 

£~AI11rl'~ :If#P iJANG GlUING ~ . 
// Victoria's Newest Fulltime School 

» Complete training from Day 1 to Advanced pilots 

» Progressive training techniques and equipment 

» We specialise towing for all levels of pilots 

» Less than 2 hours form Melbourne on the Hume freeway 

» Hill and Alpine training sites close to our airfields 

» Tandem (TIF) Hang Glider Flights 

» Trike Instruction and Licensing courses (through Sky Cycles) 

» Payout Winches and Tow Systems 

We currently have the new Blitz and Sting in stock; come for a test flight? 
Our new towbar mounted payout winch is a real winner. 

New and used gliders and equipment, and always free advice contact ... 

Tony Dennis (057) 623292 
140 Clarke St Benalla Vic 3672 

Agents for 

SKYSAILOR 31 



THE MOYES BOYS 
HANG GLIDING SCHOOL 

Experience the thrill of Hang Gliding with 
expert instructors ... dual and solo flights. 
The Moyes Boys have 25 years experience. 
They have won 9 world championships and hold many world 
records. 
The Moyes Boys have pioneered many towing methods and 
can teach you to fly by safe low effoct methods, using Boat, 
Winch and Air Tow equipment, making progression to foot 
launching easier. . 

Dual and solo instruction is available at Stanwell Park, Port 
Stephens and inland sites. 
Learn to glide with the most renowned pilots in the world ... 

3S7°
Y

S114 -- ~,"~E~ 
THE MOYES BOYS HANG GLIDING SCHOOL 
173 Bronte Rd. , Waverly, 2024 Fax: 3874472 



C Nationals at "u~ut 18th· 26th January 1992 ) 
------~~~-~---------~~ 

Is there accommodation at Tumut? Answer - HEAPS - These are available as at 2 October 1991. 

Riverglade Caravan park 069472528 
1 caravan 6 berth 
4 dormitories - 2 x 3 bunks in each - total 16 - 24 beds, sep. kitchenJdiningllounge area 
500 - 1000 camping areas, also powered sites 
Please book as soon as possible. Mention Hang Gliding. 

Blowering Holiday park 069 471383 on Tumut River 
PoollKids Pool 
6 self contained units - 1 double bed, double bunks and trundle bedlbathltoiletlkitchen 
Cabin units - 2 x 6 berth, 1 x 5 berth, with shower and toilet 
Please book as soon as possible. Mention Hang Gliding. 

Amaroo Motel 069471556 
43 rooms - 9 family rooms. Air conditioned(fV & free online video/D.D.phone/fridges. 
Washing machine facilities. 
SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE ON GROUP BOOKINGS 
BOOK A.S.A.P. Mention Hang Gliding. 

Creel Motel 069472311 
16 rooms, including family rooms. Freshwater pool/restaurant 
DISCOUNT AVAILABLE ON BOOKINGS. Mention Hang Gliding. 

Valley View Motel 069472666 
27 rooms. Pool/restaurant 
DISCOUNT AVAILABLE ON BOOKINGS. Mention Hang Gliding. 

Motel Ashton 069 471999 
17 rooms/Pool/BBQ area. 
DISCOUNT ON APPLICATION. Mention Hang Gliding. 

Motel Farrington 069 471088 
23 rooms. Pool/dining room. 
DISCOUNT ON APPLICATION. Mention Hang Gliding. 

The Elms Motel 069473366 
10 rooms. Across road from public pool. No discounts. 

Star Hotel 069 471102 
8 rooms - 22 beds. Normally $20.00 per night. Discounts on application. Mention Hang Gliding. 

Royal Hotel Motel 069471129 
11 motel rooms - 13 hotel. Discounts on application. Mention Hang Gliding. 

Wynyard Hotel 069471104 
20 rooms. The main watering hole. 

Callemondah Holiday Units 069 471531 
3 units left. Mention Hang Gliding. 

I NOT TO MENTION FREE CAMPING AT HEADQUARTERS - THE TUMUT AERO CLUB 

More information available from Tumut Tourist Information Centre 069471849 


